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1251 Avenue of Americas




Examination Before Trial of the Defe dant, Joseph E.
Connor, was held at the office of Price  aterhouse at 1251
Avenue of A ericas, New York, New York on March 12, 1985
at 9:30 A.M. pursuant to deposition by agreement.
APPEARANCES:
JA ES HELLER, ESQ.
Attorney for Plaintiff
1029 Vermont Avenue, N. .
Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005
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212/964-7589
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1251 Avenue of the Americas
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IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED; by
and between counsel for the respective parties hereto,
that all rights provided by the C.P.L.R., including the
right to object to any question, except as to the form,
or to move to strike any testimony at this examination
are reserved; and in addition, the failure to object to
any question or to move to strike testimony at this
exa ination shall not be a bar or waiver to make such
motion at, and is reserved for the trial of this action;
IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that
this examination may be sworn to by the witness being
exa ined before a Notary Public other than the Notary
Public before whom this examination was begun, but the
failure to'do so or to return the original of this  xamina¬
tion to counsel, shall not be deemed a waiver of the rights
provided by Rules 3116 and 3117 of the C.P.L.R., and shall
be controlled thereby;
IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that the
filing and certification of the original of this examination
shall be and the same are hereby waived; and that counsel
for the defendant shall furnish counsel for the plaintiff
with a copy of the within examination without charge.
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MR. TALLENT: This is a deposition taken upon
notice by the plaintiff in Hopkins versus Price
Waterhouse. Because of Mr. Connor's schedule, the
witness is taken pursuant to a stipulation in order
permitting to the videotaping of the deposition. That
stipulation in order is on file with the court and we
will set the basic  nderlying ground rules for both
Mr. Connor's testimony and for the deposition portion
of the basic ground rules, so that everyone unders-tands
it, is that I as counsel for the defendant  ill under¬
take Mr. Connor's direct examination,  pon Mr. Heller's
for the plaintiff will then undertake cross examina¬
tion.
At the conclusion of the cross examination,
Mr. Heller may have some additional questions which
are on the discovery rather than testimonial nature.
t
He will be permitted to take those at the close of
the proceeding.
I will have an opportunity for redirect and
we will go on seriatiim from that, if necessary.
JOSEPH E. CONNOR, having been duly
sworn, testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. TALLENT:
Q You may state your business address.
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A Joseph E. Connor, Price Waterhouse, 1251 Avenue
of the Americas, New York City.
MR. HELLER: I should introduce m self. I am
J. H. Heller, and I a  the attorney for the plaintiff
here.
MR. SULLIVAN: I am Ulric R. Sullivan. lin
assistant general counsellor of Price Waterhouse.
Q Mr. Connor, by whom are you employed, sir?
A Price Waterhouse.
Q And in what capacity?
A I am the chairman and senior partner of the United
States firm.
Q Can yuu briefly describe your duties as chairman
and senior partner?
A The partners have elected me to be responsible for
the overall general management of the firm and the conduct
of the partnership's affairs, i-f ¦neecosary.
Q And, sir, would you briefly describe the structure
and organization of Price Waterhouse?
A Price  aterhouse in the United States is a general
partners
partnership of several hundred mat tea s , currently about 650.
It is organized under the partnership law of New York State.
Q In addition to yourself as chairman and senior
partner, how was the firm managed, or does it manage itself?
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CONNOR - DIRECT 5
A The firm is fundamentally both in format and in
practice a partnership. The partners elect new partners.
The partners elect a Policy Board currently eighteen in num¬
ber but it can vary twelve to eighteen. By secret ballots
they elect the chairman. The firm also by secret ballot.
Q Is that organization called the Management Co mit¬
tee?
A There is a Management Committee. It consists-of
myself, two cochairman and deputy senior partner . It can
have an additional number of partners who are appointed to
the Management Committee with the approval of the Policy
Board and they at present consist of our three vice chairman
who are individually responsible for areas of service,
accounting and auditing ta j MCS or consulting,: and four of
the area practice partners, those are partners responsible for
a geographical subdivision of the United States. We current¬
ly have eleven in total, four of them comprise members of
the Management Committee.
Q I take it the firm has offices in various parts of
the United States?
A We have ninety offices in the United States.
Q How are these offices structured?
A The structure is exactly the same there as a partner
in charge. There may, and frequently, are additional
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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partners reporting to him. Also assigned to each of the
other ninety offices. Pro  time to time an office will not be
headed by a partner, but that is extremely rare.




Q Can you describe its relationship to the firm's
practice?
A All of the offices of the fir , with the exception
of OGS, are included in an area; as I mentioned there are
eleven various at present. There have been fewer in number
a fe  years ago. Eighty nine offices fit into that pattern.
One, however, OGS, does not.  hereas the other eighty nine
offices report to area practice partners. The Office of
Qr  nittrt i otuLil 
Government Services reports to me originall . It's the
only office for which I have oversight responsibility.
Q Mr. Connor, when did you become the senior partner
of Price  aterhouse?
A I was elected for a first five year ter  to begin
July  1979 through circumstances affecting my predecessor,
it became necessary for me, however, to assume the chairman¬
ship of the firm nine months earlier than that elected date.
I was elected for a second five year term which I am now
serving and which began July 1, 1984.
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE



























CONNOR - DIRECT 7
Q Sir, prior to becoming the chairman of the firm,
what was your assignment with the firm prior to that?
A During the period, three years leading up to July
1, 1979, I was based in Los Angeles as we then termed it
Regional Managing Partners for the Western United States.
That term, "Region" now has been surplanted by areas. At
that time there were four regions. I served -- as I indi¬
cated some three years. And prior to that I was also in
Los Angeles and served as partner in charge of the four of¬
fices in Southern California. That began July 1, 1973 and
termi ated July 1, 1976.
Q  ould you describe for us briefly what you've
epart me n J
eluded to, that the four partnsre of the firm and their
relationship, one or the other?
depa-f  entS
A There are really three partners of the fir . It
may have sounded like it was four. The first one is account-
ar* -
ing and auditing. That is one service . Tax is the second.
MCS, meaning management consulting services  Is The third.is
relativel  flyo counscling and auditing, co prise at pre-
(eH
sent somewhere around 467o of our practice. Tax is 207o,
and the balance is MCS. The firm's historic mission has been
to carry out examination of the financial statements that
was almost the total of the service interest at one time.
But the importance of that, while it continues to
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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grow each year, so far as the size of the practice is the
perce tage of the total. It has been diminishing on average
about a percentage point a year. Tax consists of advising
clients on tax aspects of transactions and completing and
signing tax returns, both for the Federal and State levels.
Consulting practice began for ally s bsequent to
the second world war. It's a practice that advises clients
on accounting systems, information systems. That's the bulk
of the activities, but today with the increasing need for
i T Cnat
specialized services, it also has a statictica! smaller com¬
ponents such as benefit plan consulting, industrial engineer¬
ing advice, that sort of thing. But the main bulk of the
consulting MCS practice is the development and the main bulk,
the development and  presentation of systems plans for clients,
largely in ftie financial area.
Q Mr. Connor, can you describe for us the career path,
HtYeeJ
if you will, of professionals ti d into those three leading
functions of the firm?
A They're characterized by a fairly significant dif¬
ference. The auditors and accountants usually such as my¬
self, come to Price Waterhouse either directly out of school
or perhaps after military service or something like that, but
they are usually first job entries as far as the co monality
of their backgrounds. They typically progress through
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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Tkfy  re.
various levels of professional responsibilities. Tfee staff
accountants when they comejtwo or three years, they are
seniors, two or three years after. Aftor that we would ex-
years,
pect them to progress to managers and a few more  seniors
and generallynena ore after ten to twelve, sometimes fifteen
years in experience, they are considered for partnership.
The tax people represent, I would guess, individuals
who perhaps to the extent of 507o start the same way as the
auditors. As a matter of fact, they probably started as
auditors. We infrequently directly hire for ta  departments.
We prefer new staff to have a year or more of familiarity of
wioi- po-pe  -*
how one makes up audit . -Poirha-ps since that is a useful ex¬
perience to acquire for tax work, the other half of the new
recruits for the ta  department are either experienced tax
people hired at an advanced level and accordingly more ad-
*3 e.
vanced in average and they frequently have the legal degrees
or backgrounds. That although the aspect of their training
may well have been in tax, also. fhe MCS recruits usually are
experienced persons.
On occasion, we will hire somebody directly with
just an academic background, but that s not the predominant
pattern. They typically have five, six  Sometimes
longer years of experience. They have a multi-disciplinary
background. Frequently they have had a number of previous
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE



























CONNOR - DIRECT 10
employers. What we are looking for there, of course, is
VAAi'e ty
the majority of experiences in total. To give the person
an appropriate consulting background.
Q Mr. Connor, this case involves the question of
the election of persons to the partnership. People hired.
New hires, new professionals. What percent ge -- what is
the expectation of a new hire that they will ultimately
t £
hire in as a partner in this firm?
A The best indication that I can give you is that we
will be recruiting this year at the college levels and
other, as we term it, direct hires without experience. So e
1300 people. We will probably at mid some here between fifty
and sixty. This ye r the numbers hired have increased
generally over the years. But I can't recall any year in
which that would have been less than seven, eight or nine
hundred in a recent nu ber of years.
The number of admissions to the partnership is held
relatively within a framework of low 40's to high 70's.
I  the most recent four or five years, I think that high 40,
low 50 is probably the number that we had admitted. The
number proposed for ad ission is probably twice  s many as
that.
Q If that's the expectation of a newly hired person,
rhsc
a direct hire into the auditing, tax or GSM- area, what kinds
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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of expectations would a person have, a more seasoned
person, hired into the MSCS area have to become a partner?
A Certainly the number that we hire at, for ex  ple,
the MCS department being  ore experienced, you might li hten
them to about half way through the process already by  ay
of gaining experience by contrast to the auditors. I don't
i 
know the number of MCS hires4 most recent years*
certainly has been a growing number as that particular prac¬
tice has expanded and I would guess that the expectation is
feu>e 
that there would be proportionately few more hires in the
hn
5CS side. So, in other words, the ratio of new hires to
admittees in MCS department, the spread is narrower than
on the audit side.
Q As you know, this case involves the candidacy of
a woman or women in the partnership. How many women partner
do you have?
A I believe we have six in the United States' firm
today.
Q Six out of six hundred roughly?
A That's correct. A little bit higher than six
hundred. It's getting closer to seven hundred.
Q Yet the obvious question is why aren't there  ore
women partners?
A Well, I think you are focusing on today. What I
mentioned befere that we would be hiring, let's say thirteen
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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hundred, I would estimate that some thirty-five to forty-five
percent of the new people that we will take into the firm
as new recruits this year is quite different. Thirty-five
to forty-five percent is the expected split toward women and
that reflects generally what the accounting schools are
graduating.
When I came out of the university a number of years
ago, there weren't any women at all in the class. I tbink
it's the number of partners who are women today reflects pro¬
portionately, I never made a calculationj  bnat we were
hiring by way of numbers of women in the total recruiting
field some ten, twelve, thirteen, fourteen years ago. It was
still very much an unusual situ tion to find more than a
ijko wee*
handful of women emerging in accounting, let alone th - part-*
of the business as opposed to the school of liberal arts,
as substantially all of our recruits, of course, are college
graduates. And if I cotJd also add another point,  e probab¬
ly hire fifteen to twenty percent at the ma er's level. And,
of course, women wbo are partners today, as  ell as all part¬
ners today, reflect the fact that there were practically no
women at  ll in the graduate business schools ten, twelve,
fourteen years ago.
Q Has there been a similar change in the employment
ratio of men and women in the consulting area or the MCS area
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE



























CONNOR - DIRECT 13
as there has been in the accountant area?
A I don't think I can discern any, for example,
OGS just visually looking around, that more than half of the
staff are probably women in OGS, but that's a visual impres¬
sion.
Q What was the impression say in 1979?
A First of all, in 1979, we didn't have much of a
OGS practice. That was one of the strategic initiatives
I undertook as a new chairman to emphasize our government
consulting work and that is what OGS does.
OGS at that time was staffed, importantly, more
importantly than today, with transfers from the audit staff
and I suspect as guessing what they probably reflected
was more proportionately than it does now because that is what
In
we had on the audit staff those days.
Q Can you describe for us the process that one goes
through or the firm goes through, in selecting its partners?
A There is a beginning point. It is the right of any
partner to propose a partnership  Anyone he or she chooses
to propose, §ut in a large organizatio  the practicalities
of that really focuses on the individual office. As chair¬
man I asked each partner in charge of an office once a year
to send to me the three year list, which  eans those £aff
members whose candidacy is likely to be put forth i  one of
NATON-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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2 the next three years. That three year list identifies the





purpose of that is to alert me to what the probable field of
selectinn will be. Who they are, And it also makes it en-
cumbant upon the partner in charge to make sure that the in¬
ha ci
dividuals that appear on that three year list have a variety
8 of experiences and have met a nu ber of people outside the
| 9
10
i mediate office to which they are assigned.
T *
There is a general partnership. It is not an of-
11 fice by office partnerships and one must be able to command
12 support as a candidate for partners, more than just at the im-
13
14
mediate office to which "you are assigned.
Step two, after being on that three year list, it
15 is an office xnle who will respond to my request and put
16 forth a proposal as to a particular candidate. That usually
17 happens in August and it's relative to a proposal to be acted
18 upon with effect from the succeeding July 1. At that stage
19 I do nothing with those proposals other than to have them





The  rocess is argued and attended to by a  ember
kfi.
of our Policy Board  who is not a  ember of the Management
24 Committee. He has several other Policy Board members for the
25 ost part also  embers who are not members of the formal
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management of the firm,all of which is designed so that the
individual partner has tremendous influence on first, who
gets processed and what is said as to the qualifications of
the person who is being acted upon. Manage ent does not con-
tke-




















Member of the Policy Board are the prime leader  in
that. Each partner is asked to write complete forms, write
commentaries as to what he knows about any particular candi¬
date. If he knows a lot, he fills out what we term a long
form. If he knows something relatively briefly, it is a
short form and that testimony conforms to what he's apt to
know, on what capacity he's apt to know about a particular can¬
didate .
We will receive back again the Admissions Committee,
the Policy receives back all of what we term is the white
sheet. They compile the   They are statistical data tka-t <'s
•That1s in there, and they extract the written comments which
are extremely important. All of that is compiled as to all
of
other- CandidatesJ Let's say a hundred in number.
The Admissions Committee reviews the white sheets
and importantly and only since I have been senior partner,
chair an of the firm, they make office visits. What the
members of the Policy Board are trying to do, the members of
the Admissions Com ittee on the Policy Board .is trying to do
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE



























CONNOR - DIRECT 16
is to make sure they understand the written word that the
partner has submitted and trying to deal with inconsistencies
in a reporting as  to what one partner says and another part¬
ner says.
So when the issue of admission goes to the full
Policy Board, there will be a wealth of information, not on
the written word, but first hand conversations with the e    
£ 01'h  f  f nJ
TgH fcee partners as to any particular candidate.
In February the admissions committee makes a re¬
port to the Policy Board in which it recommends candidates
to be admitted. It recommends candidates who are not to be
o-f
admitted and it has a third category fefaat-- f those candidates
uKo uo .14
would be additional experience and though warrant a whole
decision for usually a year, occasionally more than that.
The Policy Board makes a preliminary determination as to
which candidates will be admitted at its February meeting. It
ct.T
may be a final determination -in- its March meeting.
It sends a balbt with those recommendations to
each partner usually to be returnee within three or four weeks
It announces the successful candidates, usually toward the
end of April and individual members of the Policy Board, in¬
cluding myself, will before that April date, speak to candi¬
dates who are in the no category or in the hold category to
acquaint them with the reasons and to pursue whatever else
NATION-WIDE  EPORTING COVERAGE
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m nagement of the firm,all of which is designed so that the
individual partner has tremendous influence on first, who
gets processed and what is said as to the qualifications of
the person who is being acted upon. Management does not con-
ii 
trol the process independent as I would ter  it 
t>  Ove s
-Member of the Policy Board are the prime Ircadcrs in
that. Each partner is asked to write complete for s, write
commentaries as to what he knows about any particular candi¬
date. If he knows a lot, he fills out what we term a long
form. If he knows something relatively briefly, it is a
short form and that testimony conforms to what he's apt to
know, on what capacity he's apt to know about a particular can¬
didate .
We will receive back again the Admissions Committee,
the Policy receives back all of what we term is the white
fcJ je-
sheets. They co pile them  -They are, statistical data*,
hat's in there, and they extract the written comments which
are extremely important. All of that is compiled as to all
0-f t e.
-ether' candidates. Let s say a hundred in number.
The Admissions Co mittee reviews the white sheet
and importantly and only since I have been senior partner,
chairman of the firm, they make office visits. What the
members of the Policy Board are trying to do, the members of
the Admissions Committee on the Policy Board is trying to do
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is to make sure they understand the written word that the
partner has submitted and trying to deal with inconsistencies
in a reporting as fe© what one par ner says and another part¬
ner says.
So when the issue of admissidn goes to the full
Policy Board, there will be a wealth of information, not on
the written word, but first hand conversations with the -e-oa 
mifrteo partners as to any particular candidate.
In February the admissions committee makes a re¬
port to the Policy Board in which it recommends candidates
to be admitted. It recommends candidates who are not to be
o f~
admitted and it has a third category  ita£= =£ those candidates
ik  bri' )
would be additional experience and thought warrant a whole
decision for usually a year, occasionally more than that.
The Policy Board makes a preliminary determination as to
which candidate  will be admitted at its February meeting. It
may be a final determination in its March meeting.
It sends a balbt with those recommendations to
5t?r*\eT n'C-
each partner usually to be returned within three or four week
It announces the successful candidates, usually toward the
end of April and individual members of the Policy Board, in¬
cluding myself, will before that April date, speak to candi¬
dates who are in the no category or in the hold category to
acquaint the  with the reasons and to pursue whatever else
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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-things warranted by way of discussion at that point.
Q Do you sit on the Admissions Committee?
A No, I do not. The Admissions Committee is largely
non-management committee people. We usually, however, do
include the vice chair an of tax and vice chairman of MCS.
tend y
There are only few tax MCS partners on the Polic  Board co -
!
pared to the number of auditors and proposition to the size
of the firm. So, honestly, as a practical matter, you must |
have the importance of those two technical areas as vice
chair an.
Q As a partner, what factors are partners in the
no ination process and the evaluation process as to consider
about candidates or potential candidates for a partnership?
A We routinely expect technical competence. We do
not, however, expect that every one's technical competence
will be on a par. While there is a certain minimal number
level that must be gotten over, we also pay particular atten-
-t-<2c-k   X\0r 
tion as to what I would term the super t efeaieaA type partner
candidate, and we will always have a number of those. Some
of the  are accountants today. I would characterize the
super technical qualified person as relating to electronic ,
data processingskills and probably international tax. Those
are most unusual technical skills, highly in demand and once
they are focused on in the selection process, almost a  artner
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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from all the others. The nature of what we are doing in a
professional firm is to convince our clients that first of
all that we have good advice and th t they should follow it.
) AI . .
So -innor personal skills in dealing with clients becomes
very, very i portant. Much more important as you  ove along
r«
in the experience category than when one first starts in the
firm.
- r\t€ r
-Inner personal skills in dealing with one's subor¬
dinates and peers, very inporta t. It may characterize this
firm more so than  ny o hers and certainly by contrast to a
corporation and I never used the term that anybody  orks
for me. In a partnership you work with your partner and
you work with the staff and you work with the clients and
that is a very important li o set to be in olved, in a candi-
( S
date over a number of years t at- they are approaching the
partnership level.
If you can't work with clients and you can't work
with people, then you have a serbus impedament because you
st convince people to do so ething in the auditing field.
Frequently you have to convince them to do somethin  they
don't want to do.in the consulting field  'to convince them
that you have a right approach to a very technical area or
one that is going to require a lot of other investments
on the client's part, so convincing and  orking with people
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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is another one. I think ability to handle stress, adaptabil-
Tt 
Ctll
ity to withstand pressure  ear these things are very, very
important,  o a degree  Willingness to put the interests
firm
ahead of -s eh-interests are certainly looked at. We have to
have people  ove from time to time. We have to expect that
they ha  rosponoibirlities outstanding. Meeting unreasonable
clients  demands is an every day event in this firm and we
must have people who are willing to do that.
Q So that we have the record clear, I would ask that
the reporter mark a document entitled, "Partner Canvass of
n s
=-1 9/85, Partnership Proposals" in blank, as Defend nt's  
to this deposition.
And as to Defendant's B, a document entitled
/«£*
Long Form Partnership C nvass 19t4, Partnership Proposals".
Four sheets to Defendant's B.
(Whereupon reporter marked exhibits.)
A In thinking over my answer, I'd like to add
another one. I think -•
Q
Yes, sir?
A The one I overlooked  entioning befcre and I am glad
that ftiis pause ca e and gave me a moment to reflect, the
detJ   do»*.
Just a second until she fini hes writing do n.
practice must be rejuvenated every year. That's true of all
•;ce~
aspects of our practice.  Development is important This
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVE AGE
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firm has roughly 100 clients of a Fortune 500. The inter-
l'i (A
esting thing  that those fourteen years, half of the co ¬
panies now included the Fortune 500, were not then included.
Rejuvenation of the practice is important. The ability to
'T
attract work is important routinely expect® . It is impor¬
tant in all aspects of our practices, particularly important
be *-Kj,<.
in our consulting practice, hut there is not the continuity
of assignments. An audi --o ctnsg every year, consulting,
assignments, do not. But practice development is aiother im¬
portant characteristic that we are looking for in a candidate
and which we routinely expect to see  s well as his technical
capabilities.
Q Mr. Connor, I am going to show you the Defendant's
A for identification and that is a short form for this year's
canvass. Is that essentially the form that has been used
over the past several years for evaluation of persons desiring;
to use a short form to evaluate a candidate for partnership?
A Yes.
Q And I ask you the same question with respect to
Defendant's B.
A Yes. It changes over the years, but basically it
is the same pattern.
Q Who decides whether a given partner uses, for evalu¬
ation purposes, a long form or short form?
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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A Usually the partner himself. We do have a s i s
safe mechanism. the Admission Co  ittee, was- to get all
o n
of the comments that are relevant from any partner -or any
candidate and so they -  we- wrii occasionally call to a part-
J.
tier's attention that he should have co ment on a certain can¬
didate because we knew from the personnel records that there
was some proximity of contact involvement on an office re¬
view or something like tha .
The point I am trying to make is that the role of
the Admissions Committee is to encourage more reporting.
If something is missed rather than in any way to -  cdphal
the reporting. But the form in which the long or short is
basically the call of the person filling it out and charac¬
terized by the length and duration of contact.
Q One of the issues, Mr. Connor, that is questioned
at least that has been raised in this case has been a certain
ousi&e- r'j
amount of purported consulting given the plaintiff in this
atter concerning her grooming or  ppearance. In  ur ex¬
perience as a partner and as ma aging partner, is such coun-
selling used ©r  nused? Have you ever heard it happening be¬
fore?
A I don't know anything about counselling in this
particular case, on that particular subject. From time to
ti e and  t various levels when I was a senior of counsellin 
NATION-WIDE REPORTING COVERAGE
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staff accountan s or manager or as a young partner, some sub¬
ject like that might co e up occasionally. It's reasonably
certain in my mind to say extremely occasionally because
ost of our people have no particular matters that are worth
commenting on in that regard. I would say that one or two
instances that I remember myself, counselling somebody  bout
a weight problem. There it was done as a result -- speci¬
fically on the West Coast. I was worried about the man's
health. He really  as overweight and he was working tre¬
mendous hours and I am glad to say that I think he has gotten
it under control. I made him a partner a couple of years
ago.   I see him at the annual partners' meetingj I hope he
continues to keep it under control.
Q All right. Let's turn our attention to th 
Plaintiff's candidacy and to the subject of Ann Hopkins.
hen did you first become aware of Ann Hopkins at all?
A Well, I really don't know the date, but I can cer¬
tainly recall the event. When I came from California, be-
-f I
came senior partner, we had a very fle ting operation in
Washington in the government consultant field. We were prob
ably in last place in a vi-ee among our larger competitors.
I saw it as an area where with increasing complexity and the
te/  -
availability of electronic  data processing equipment, dafca-
communications, all that the government who had fallen be-
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j iS/  /y iU r
hind drars-t:i:ca iy in  EDP response to record keeping  would
have to get jzaii   up and I decided that we would make the
investment in people and in technical capabilities, proprie-
procl'At  's if
tary p-roblems  -i# you would, that would make us a more
otent competitive force. This happened probably around
1979. I caused certain booklets to be written, prepared
lj a-t
- ha fc would point out the need for advanced information 
management systems and the availability of those to the
t r\v0 Ive f'-T
government, and that was my real first hancb on  ovelopmont
with OGS.
The number of people were, as I s id, a handful.
I  lso changed the role of OGS. Before  its mission had
J I'fA
to find and when contracts to do government work, but not to
do the work itself. Rather to draw staff in from other
offices, who actually carried out the assignments. I per¬
ceived that was not a good strategy and instructed the part-
ner* in charge of OGS to begin to .emst the staff, so they
would have the capabilities in Washington to carry out the
assignment. Th t staff today, in about five years, it has
grown from half a dozen people to almost three hundred.
It has been a steady increase in numbers of people.
So the strategic decision to carry out the work it¬
self led to an increase in staff. But work don t necessari¬
ly come just because you have already hired people. It be-
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very important to establish a leading credential in
various capabilities that the government-®*}  be interested
irij handling
d
Systems designed devuiTTpa  financial management
systems, payroll systems, that sort of thing. One of those
that I focused on was financial management, overall financial
management, and one of the earlier projects that we were  ade
aware of involved the U.S. Department of State. It was'in¬
terested in developing a worldwide management infor ation
system. I have trouble remembering the dates. They tend
-  h 
to flffffl together in one5 memory. Perhaps in 1980, we bega 
to get involved in that. I told the partner in charge of
the office that this was his personal responsibility to  ake
sure  e had the capability and approach to be  he successful
contr ctor in financial management systems, so that we  ould
have established what we could do, so that when additional
opportunities came down, we would have had a proven track
record.
It turned out that the State Department assig ment,
while earl  ife was also very bi .  t was divided into two
phases. The first phase was the conceptual design and dur¬
ing that phase, which was how, what the system should be,
probably took a year, year and a half, something like that to
do. It  as done by, oh I would say, eight or nine, ten
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people who were  eavily involved with the partner? m charge
of t e office. basically being in charge of that particular
assignment, jtwas viewed as a credential that we wished to
clearl  establish. Ann Hopkins was one of those dozen or
so people.
l.-rr/c.> l  /  
The first time I met her was at a
informal dinner, that the  artner* in charge of the office
ha  for all of those that  ere involved in the staff. That
is fairly routine. There is a high degree of social contact
and I think that the  artner? in charge of the office asked
me to attend that Just so that I would have so e familiarity
With the people, ten or twelve as I remember that night who
were involved in various stages of State Department work.
I had a personal involvement in the State Department work
in that the controller of the State  epartment rightly wanted
to make sure that the totality of th esources would be
committed to that package, once we got it. So I fulfilled
the role of periodically checking with him as to how he saw
the pro ress of the Job coming along. Whether he  as satis¬
fied with the firm's response, with the capabilities that
we were demonstrating or had any other comments, that with& l SO iS 6 -
that  ay be  nor al way in
which I am not too helpful, tna  may
which the firm operates. The only thing different was that
it involved the chairman feuni in that role rather than as
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(j? r\£   "f    
whether- our eiphty-nine other offices inj practice
partner. I must also say I rather enjoyed the client con¬
tact from time to time. That is what brought  e into this
business in the first place.
Q Your first awareness of Ms. Hopkins was some time
in 1980, approximately?
A About that, it could be a year earlier or later,
but probably in '80.
Q Were you aware of her progress  1980, through up
to the time of her proposal for the partnership?
A Yes. In similar respects. I was down in
peri'<>4 )
Washington speaking. I would al ays ask about the State
Department job. I knew generally what aspect Ann Hopkins
was  orking on as well as aspects the others were working on.
I knew she was a hard  orker. I knew she was a capable per¬
son. None of that surprised me. I enjoyed talking to
various people on the State Depart ent job because they were
obviously excited about the professional ch llenge and they
liked to talk about it and I liked to listen to it.
And that was a good environment.
Once or twice, at least once, I guess I was attend¬
ing a dinner dance which is an annual social event down
o-T
there, spoke to Ann and her husband abo t that. And  e ob¬
viously chatted iout a lot of things. We also chatted a
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little bit about how the job  as ae-i ng. That's the normal
course of events. I felt close to Ann, perhaps not physi¬
cally close, not spending a lot of time with the staff on
the State Department job, but generally the OGS staff as
Because feo-my perspective oy&s the firm s chairman,
they were doing one heck of a good job. They were building
a practice that was challenging and interesting. It was
moving very well. It was high priority ea? my scale. Not
alone in a personal viewpoint,  hich I certainly had, but
from the viewpoint -- so, yes, I kept very much informed as
to what was going on and who was doing  hat.
Q Did you have any role in Ms. Hopkins proposal as
a candidate for the partnership?
A No. I mean I saw her name together with several
hundred other names on the three year list; that didn't sur-
, n
prise me. She was a capable person. I saw the fon ,
rk<_
glanced through it. There was a bulk of the   see ed to
-fkci' 
state the case pretty well. I read on all of the ones rela-
!> .    04T ; t\ T <. TO propvst. her
-fk«-   or  Avt. g-v Ty   -m A*  ir  t  dr«-ftTh<) oij- propos l
tive to .OGS candidates, <»ch«n would have been the case wir 
one of the area practice partne  relative to the partners/
/ / Jor u/*J f'vie
to ru*  tf-i
*  
ithin his area.
It was one of being informed and obviously interested
but not a prime mover in the proposal.
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Q Other than the administerial functions of sending
(?u-T
the formS  after you got the proposals, those kinds of func ions
that you described, what were your next, after noting the
proposal, what w s your next significant contact with the
Hopkin's proposal?
B . . , _ ,
A .1- cm- certainly aware of the process going on as
I've earlier described. My next subsequent contact , when
all of the white sheets were placed on my desk, having been
received back from the partner  around the United States, with
the statistics summarized with com ents, excerpted and I
read the compilation of each candidate, and of course that
included Ann Hopkins. As any other candidate would be, I
read them all and I have to make up my own mind personally
as to whether I would vote for or against a candidate based
on that experience.
Q The white sheets again are the compilations of
all the long and short form dat  --
A Those white sheets, that's usually a term referring
to the form that the partner fills out. The compilation of
a white sheet is what goes on hex at the office where under
the direction of the chairman of the Admission Committee, a
member of the Policy Board, the statistical data and the
co  ents are put together into a summarized  or .
Q You reviewed those? Did you take any action with
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A Not prior to the meeting  of the Policy Board 
(X    i*   * P    
th t would be wrong. I view my jxarLt-basod  in that process
as a member of the Policy Board not necessarily having any
different role as chairman. decided for myself what to
do on each c ndidate and I awaited the report of the
Admissions Committee prior to our February meeting as to what
their reco mendation would be, as to each of the, let's Say,
100
jQtte =fear candidates. I daft know how many we had in that
particular year but that is a good number.
Q So this is the February meeting of the Policy
Board?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall what the report of the Admission
Committee to the Policy Board was with respect to Ms. Hopkins?
A My recollection is that it was, it was certainly
not a yes. But I am not sure whether it came up initially
as a no and I think it probably did. The reason for that
was that I could, first of all, understand their view. There
were serious reservation  expressed by the partners as to
Ann. My enAy view was that under those circumstances, I
could see no way in which a yes decision could possibly be
Jf i50*(
reached and yet I was mindful that she was a capable profes¬
sional. She had only been with the firm a few years. She
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ha n't had a tremendous  umber of opportunities to display
capability. She had some obvious problems in the area
of personal skills. My  otAy decision at that point
£(i !>c-uss,'o    
would be that I would push in the Policy Board's -dgcirsxoa
for a hold and give her a chance to see if she could work on
fivc- c. rv c tT rj   >  X  4
e ose pat tor no and o-feheir impedaments that  ere being
reported on.
A hold decision, in my experience, is frequently
a preliminary to somebody getting a favorable nod a year or
two later. Not always, but it's not a decision that for-
tells a later rejection as a matter of routine. It was
clearl  indicated in my mind.
I must say I had some real trouble with the Policy
Board because the record clearly justified a no. Over the
years I believe that it is totally appropriate to discuss
the good and the bad of candidates and to the extent that I
can see a candidate perhaps being given, if one would term
it a second chance, I would tend to favor that it's -- all
of our people are good. They are all outstanding profes¬
sionals, certainly those proposed, that is never a question.
Let's see where the trouble is and let's see if it could be
overcome. So I would normally tend to favor a hold fn
other instances*   Certainly that was the case- o  A j.
Q Was Ms. Hopkins, the only candidate  
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/ +e  
whom reservations were expressed wi h respect to per¬
sonal skills to your recollection?
A I would doubt it very much. When one is looking
at 100 people, there is always going to be some people who
i re -
have had outstanding inaer- personal skills and some who need
so e work on that area. But Ann, the intensity of those
l/rf-e./- 
comments, relativel  to her lack of inner personal skills,
ade them stand out.a»4- I would say that a number of candi-
i  nr e r~
d tes, do attract some i ner personal skills, comments,
you tend to balance them. Is it a real problem or is it a
problem of a person dealing with this candidate or was it
the circumstance and occasionally I must conclude that the
int-es-
candidate was right in the -inner personal skill proble  situ¬
ation rather than the partner reporting on it.
You don't necessarily think that things are black
and white and that white is always the partner right? That
is the value of going out by the Admissions committee and
talking to the partners who write. 6  Do you have an impres¬
sion? Is there sort of an overall profile that is made up
of a partner candidate?
A Yes, there is. It is statistical where the partner
¦ le ne them fitting into the partnership as to their techni¬
cal capabilities, as to other things, so that we term that
the profile and it's largely statistical. It's helpful.
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jr gives the partners a chance to really face a decision as
where would an individ al be put on a scale relative to the
other individuals. And you sometimes get a different pic¬
ture of other persons that way. It tends to separate by
degree. It's useful in that regard.
Q Is that profile a no-go afeage?
A It's like everything else. It is an indicator.
C r ~Tkc~ 
One of the most important  par   is that partners who
know about their candidate best  Whether they  ould personal¬
ly favor admission or hold or no   lliat's another scale.
There are three or four aspects because I don't think it's
possible to just say if you get an answer to question 8429,
yes, that pa-rtnor becomes a partner. This is too  uch by
way of composite makeup that you're trying to properly assess 
wider- an  ssess.
Q Do you have any recollection as to Ms. Hopkins' rela¬
tive st nding in the profiles of that year?
A She came out poorly. Very poorly. That's the
I te r
inner personal skills. It was clearly placing her toward
the bottom of the group of candidates and that, itself, if
there is anything I can characterize in this process, we try
awfully hard to make it objective. We try very hard to  ake
a process that the partner feels is something that thev con¬
trol, the input to, that • in effect while the Policy Board
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jnnkes the recommendation as to admission, they are reacting
to what the partners want the  to do and so I think that a
person's standing  on the profile becomes very important
v/< I dp
because it's the best reflection we have bee   ble to involve
as to what the par ner generally feels about the particular
candidate.
Q In the general managerial role, does the Policy
Board ever make decisions with respect to partnership choices
that may be described as business decisions? That is to
say that we need this person desperately 
A Yes, I c n. For example, I've been going over,
and you must remember we are now between the February and
March  eetings, as this taping is being done. There are
probably t o candidates that will be up for reconsideration
at the March meeting a£ what we ter  a business decision
basis. They usually involve so ebody who is a sure  inner.
Perhaps a little lacking in experience. Perhaps a little
-  e. b ree t 
bit lackin  in ha£h of -othe* assignments, but who is seen
as a very strong performer in al ost all categories and we
quite frankly, some event has occurred in the fir  that
akes it essential that a person fill a partnership s ot.
An unexpected resignation that creates -an i mediate opening.
expanded activity that requires somebody  oving and we  
want to move as  e would term   as a sure bet. If th t
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happens more than two or three ti es in any particular year,
I'd be surprised. One might be more representative  
would be my recollection of experience. But I  ant to
emphasize in this answer that the ones who are business
-re__
decisions almost overwhelmingly are ones who sure partner 
T  .  TV«:
itr I nn a    year later and we just move them u . Occasional¬
ly they are super specials. Somebody, for exa ple, who
)£ doacknowledged expert in a field that is growing by le ps
and bounds, such as hospitals and medical care consulting
or auditing, where you get very hard to find people like that,
or EDP, which is moving ahead extremely rapidly and so de¬
mands are outstripping our ability to supply.
Q Mr. Connor, I think if I heard or read some of the
papers that the Plaintiff has forwarded in this  atter, I
think there is a position that I would ask you to address
i
and tha preparatory to that Ms. Hopkins in her career as a
senior manager was associated with the proposal activity
hich obtain? the firms several, two or three at least fair¬
ly substantial million dollar plus, seven figure engagements.
Was ther e any consideration given in the Policy Board? How
do you address the argument, the business considerations
should have overcome any negative personality or lack of inter
the personal skills? H3=*fea€= e aj. Luiuut -
A  ell, I think maybe you re using business consider-
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ationiin a way, a little bit different thar j I did. I was
talking about the firm's business decision as to whether to
admit a person who might be really a more logical candidate
a year later. The firm's business demands it. We had to
fill a spot. That is what I mean by business decision. Now
you are talking about general business invoIvcmont activi¬
ties  hich is client service.
First of all, OGS is 957o in the consulte  business.
The other 57, is in tax work and some other things, some
auditing. They generate and enerate their practice all of
the time. Their projects tend to be multi-year projects.
Go for three or four ye rs. So it's a constant effort to
win contracts. And we certainly do, I certainly as a mat¬
ter of routine, look at this success ratio. How many pro¬
posals put in, how many contracts  on and that has generally
gone up in the last couple of years. That doesn't mean that
we are winning more contracts. What it does mean is that
we are targeting better. How many we will put a proposal in.
We are trying to  atch other people and their back¬
grounds with the opportunity. Those who don't really have
(prop oic.
the background, we don't prooeo-s, unless we have real oppor¬
tunity because what attracts government work is not really
the individual  in the sense of cont-r&etp and socializing
occasionally is a factor, but the government has an extre ely
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prot  
objective proposal  It results in our turning out a proposal
ciocument that looks like a telephone directory. It has our
approach, ""this was very much the case in the State
Dep rtment. We were selected in tha  process because of
the design ideas that we put in. This is how we would res¬
pond to T r n-e-eAs.
So, it is a matter of trying to solve the problem
on paper in a proposal and whether our people had, you know,
other periferal contracts with those who would be decided in
a very minor part of a selection process.
-fc ri  ar i
The credentials of the people who we put in Tic.
proposal is very important. Have they done it before or
have they done something similar to it, but more than any
ar  
other proposal and most of our proposals  m this case, but
more than an  othe OGS proposals, are massive proposals
involving lots of people. ¦ Individual credentials, support¬
ing them and tremendous team effort that really leads to the
successful contract.
So individual efforts are always important. Are
they determinative? I doubt it. I doubt it very much.
And that will differ a little bit on the audit side. I can
point to individuals who in this form, who have single h nded-
ly attracted a major client. I've done a few myself. I
cannot think of any consultant assignment that I
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characterize as an individual sole effort by way of attract¬
ing a piece of business. The closest we can come to that
in OGS is one of our partners, a man by the name of Ben
Water, who has a personal reputation as being the outstand¬
ing payroll consultant in the country and he has done a num-
be  
ber of them. The payroll assignments that he has is very
i  i  CCi *- On
successful , j.n leading the project?  -jthi -namGS- are Ar y
On 
payroll, Marine Corps payroll && Navy Department payroll.
It is one right after the other, but it's his credentials
and not the individual that sell  and, of course, the sup¬
port team. But that is the extreme case.
Most OGS contracts are a te m effort with various
people playing their p rt.
Q Following the decision of the Policy Committee to
hold Ms. Hopkins' partnership candidacy in 1983, did you
have   conversation with her?
A Yes, I did. First of all, I had a personal interest
in Ann because she was part of OGS and I felt that very keen¬
ly but also this is the right thing to do, to tell an obvious¬
ly disappointed candidate all of them that, we re disappointed,
where they stood, were they a no or were they a hold. The
communication of the decision was made prior to the announce¬
ment of p rtnership admissions. In other words, the April
period, but the substantive conversation with the disappointed
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candidate follows a few months la er. I found that to be a
very desirable thing to have done, and to let a short period
of time go by so that obvious hu an disappointment of the
oment can be put a little bit be ter into perspective and
the candidate just where he or she stood and what should be
their future course. I don't re ember exactly when I spoke
to Ann. It was a couple of months after.
Q The conversation occurred where, sir?
A It occurred in my office here in New York. I
wanted to talk to Ann frankly, forthrightly and suggested
that she come up here rather than my going down there in
Washington, where I felt that there could be interruptions
and I really wanted a fairly long period of time to talk to
her.
Q Ms. Hopkins, that conversation presu ably took
place some time after April of 1983?
A Yes.
Q Did you participate in any  ay in OGS's conversa¬
tions for whom it would propose for partnership in 1984?
A No, nor had I for 1983.
Q When were you aware of who OGS or its partner  in¬
tended to propose for partnership in 1984 approxi ately?
A Oh, some time after the proposal forms ca e in.
It wasn't obviously apparent to me that Ann had not been pro
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posed, as we term it, the second time around. There isn't
any flag system that says that somebody was not proposed.
Sometimes subsequent to that, I came across the list and did
not see her name on it.
Q And did you ask any questions at that time?
A Yes, I called the partner in charge of fcfee OGS
-de a tment and asked him what was the story with Ann Hopkins
and he related, wha=& he related briefly, what had gone on in
the partner's discussions in the Washington office.
Q Did you subsequently have any discussions concern¬
ing that fact with Ms. Hopkins?
A I don't recall any, Mr. Tallent. Certainly it was
not any here near the subsequent decision I had with Ann
Hopkins, after the decision  as taken the first time.
Q What did you understand the decision of OGS part¬
ners to have been?
A I  as  ersonally -- I certainly noted the intensity
i/ Vt'C r
of the isRsir personal co ments on her first candidacy attempt.
The message given to me by the partner in charge of OGS as
to why she is not being proposed the second time was that a
in re <~
nu ber of partners in OGS had concluded that those ianer
personal relationship problems were in fact very real and that
those views had been augmented by additional partners, newly
admitted partners. OGS, who had worked with Ann as managers,
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senior managers, who brought a solidifying view of the irat<M?
personal relationship difficulties that had already shown
up in the first partnership organiration of sach concern
that OGS as a group of partners were unwilling to propose
-flML
Ann for « second time.
Now, as I said, earlier in my testimony, it is the
right of every partner to propose for partnership a candidate
that he believes strongly in, but from the Policy Board'sview-
/i'a-lo /~e_
point, it is a very difficult thing to accept as a v- ewatrl-e
candidate a partner propsect from an office where substantial¬
ly all the partners do not support their candidate. In other
words, if you can't develop the local support, it is very
difficult to expect the Policy Board to see that there is go¬
ing to be some other area of support as irrknsc.
that jould make up for it. So I think while I was disappointed
and I say that sincerely, that Ann was not being proposed a
second time, I accepted as C0/ f;n*A<cr:on  p-lacad by a new
group of partners, had some changed views that the first read
ing had been more correct than the opposite.
MR. TALLENT: Cross examination.
(Whereupon a five minute recess took place.)
CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. HELLER:
fCctT  /mo-c 
Q Mr. Connor, is this  from personal me ory today or
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f e P r-sA.
did you have an occasion to  eflect it before you gave this
deposition?
A Well, I went over the e ents in the past year, but
glanced at some of the comments, but by and large it is
my personal recollection, which are reasonable because they
were close to OGS crowd relatively I think. I've been ex¬
tremely proud of the record of OGS and the people who contri¬
buted to it. I think that helps solidify those memories.
Q Now, you spoke about the importance of having sup¬
port of your own office. Do you recall the candidacy and
i
partnership decision on a partner named Craig Kuhl from St.
Louis?
A Yes, I think that was issst last year.
Q Do you recall the fact that of three -- how many
partners are there in the St. Louis office approximately?
A I am not sure of the number. It's got to be some-
where j twelve, fifteen. Something like that.
Q Do you recall at least three of the partners in
the St. Louis office opposed his candidacy?
A No, I don't recall that specifically.
Q Is it invariably necessary to have that kind of
unified support for --
A It certainly raises questions when you don't, and
remember the process that I've trie , to describe, the safe-
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r/j eii
ards that we have tried to enter into the propooal. For
C?
example, going out. sending the Admission Committee o t to
ur.'te-
alk to the partners who wroto those comments, . s- to try to
get some perspective as to what  this-actually isS saying.
To reconcile different viewpoints that appear on paper. So
it's a probing process. Clearly when, two, three, four,
five partners in an office bring in a series of com ents that
clearly indicate that they are not supporting the person, I
think two or three things would i mediately occur to me.
Is this a proposal that the partner in charge of the office
has just pushed through and really totally disregarded it as
local partners?
We do have one or two partners in charge that might
do things like that.
Q  ell, now, the --
C cL. . ,
A The other thing is, the isolated instances that
grew out of personal ani osity and so we go  and try to figure
out what is behind it, but it is a warning sign when there is
not a high level of local partner sup ort, and we look into
it very carefully.
Q Well, now, you are aware in the Washington office
there was strong support for Ann Hopkins at the ti e she was
actually   roposed, were y>u not?
A You are talking about the first time 
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Q The only time?
A Yes, of course. You're right, correct in saying
that. I was referring to the second proposal process.
Q Well, I recognize --
A I would have expected it. That would not have sur¬
prised me one bit. Remember I was also a supporter of Ann
Hopkins. I thought she was a very capable person. I don't
fill out white sheets, but I thought she was a very capable
person.
Q Well, I was going to ask you, how did you vote in
the Policy Board decision on her?
A I could clearly see in the record that there was
ample justification for a no and I think I indicated earlier
I felt th t she should be held. There was no justification
for a y s under -- with the record as it had co e in and ther
were personal concerns that had developed as far as I was
concerned, having read the comments of partners who were
pointing out short comings and so I felt that it should be a
hold.
If I had to characterize it in any way, I probably
carried the Policy Board through a hold decision. People
do influence other members in those decisions and frankly I
was pushing for a hold and --
Q Well, let me come back to that event a little bit
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later. Let me ask you a few other general questions. Has
Price Waterhouse ever done a study of its treatment in handl¬
ing of the upward movement of women within the firm?
A No. No, I don't recall any such study. I am not
sure as to what you are referring to.
Q We will probably call it in governmentese, an
equal employment opportunity -oar study
or
something
like that. Has the firm ever studied the extent to which
previously underrepresented groups such as women, blacks,
Hispanics, any other group that you might think of that hasn't
pori~l on cOtdAy i
been  roposed -And naturairly represented in the partnership 
ranl§ or larger representative there? Has it ever made a
study of why that w s so?
A We certainly studied and we do with everybody ,
people leave us and more people leave us than stay. That's
been the pattern of this firm and this profession for many,
many years. We constantly lose people we don't wish to lose.
They are constantly being inti&ed away from us.. Every year
at the partners meetin  I review with the partners our pro¬
gress on hiring and retaining minorities and usually there
is some interpreted comments as to we have done better  u -
haven't done so  ell in this area. That sort
tI u -
of thing. The reasons we clearly in the case of  nu ber ot
individuals, we knew the reasons and they are usually inticed
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away. Now for women, more recently I pointed out to the
c?ur ref   T-i' ,
partners that a»&a r, our ability to hold women as
co pared to men, as they advance through the experience
fs
track, he-s- very close together. That was an encoura 
r o+c. .
agcm nt a fefc- that I could give  he partners m just last
October's meeting in Phoenix.
Q Now, the number of women entering let's say the
io j
audit practice ten years ago, was not as J-hmtg , as \%
was it?
A No. Never has been. Not in that time frame.
I would imagine it was as low as 1% when I came in -abo t
twenty-five years ago.
Q And yet women partners  re under VU of the firm's
partnership in the United States firms? I'm talking about
now?
A That's a close call. You have to get out your cal¬
culator.
Q Well, I thought you said six hundred, you said it
as merging toward seven hundred partners.
A It will be at seven hundred this year. It's close.
Q Now what is the record of the international firm,
do you kno ?
A I don'  have the exact number of women partners,
that we had in other countries. There are several Australia
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partnerships of roughly 120 people. There are several in
the United Kingdom, probably about the same percentage as
in Australia. The senior partner in the Philippines is a
woman, by the way. And that's -- as a matter of fact, she's
a woman that I trained in New York.
ir\
Q Congratulations. Well, let me ask you,  these
discussions in board meetings. I take it what you said be¬
fore there is nothing written except the minutes of the
Board meetings in which was discussed; is that fefae cor-
-for    e.
rect  partnership meeting?
MR. TALLENT: You mean the Policy Board?
Q I think you said actually, I misstated it. I think
you said this was discussed at partnership meetings.
A Yes, I made a presentation and this is one part of
it. It's, you know, it's a three hour presentation. I prob b
ly can take a few minutes on this subject.
Q Well, has there been what might be called self
criticism of Price Waterhouse by you or by any other people
at these meetings on failure to promote women into partner¬
ship rapidly enough?
A No, because I feel that the partnership is extre e¬
ly open here and that we encourage all of our staff to  ove
towards partners and I ve never known that there was any
particular proble s in any other direction. You know, I gues
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that I took grea  encouragemen  just looking at the composi¬
tion of our staff in OGS and some of the special skills that
we have been able to attract economist people that are, you
know, somewhat blazing -as ir in new business directions of
the fir ; for the most part they are women. We have been
able to come up with the right people, with the right
skills and background, and we will get more partners as that
turation process continues.
Q I have no doubt you will. I was talking somewhat
about the rate?
A Well, I think you ought to contin e to go back. I
was disappointed and reported to the partners. Remember what
I said in any speech this year that finally the number of
women who were staying with us for the usual experience back¬
ground, the eight, ten, twelve years, was now getting very
close to the experience record of the men. But that had not
been the case until a few years ago. We were losing  omen
rather rapidly and we were not unique in this. When a
thoroughly good nu ber of women could be recruited, the clear
preference of women after three or four years, as contrasted
to men, were leaving.
I used one time a percentage of nineteen percent of
women leaving, had left that ye r to start families. That
was their choice. But you know now that is a percentage we
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don't have on the men's side. Obviously, historicall  so,
I think, when you refer back to what percentage,!we re¬
recruiting ten or t elve, fourteen years ago. It was certain¬
ly more than V , but we had greater fall off in womem rank
during the ten or twelve years that they would nor ally work
up their experience background to become a partner.
Q Apart from family building, did you make any study
of why that was?
A Yes, only in the sense of percentage  and I don't
recall the percentage  But I do remember one percentage
ir
that the next largest percentage, and I don't recall , was
that women were leaving for extremely attractive job offers.
There was a time, you know, the accounting profession has al¬
ways been the greatest recruiting field for our clients, and
the clients, like nothing better than to be able to attract
them to their organization. A well qualified accountant
and quite honestly in many of those years, if that accountant
could be a woman, that was a plus. So we had two things go¬
ing against us.
Q Mr. Connor, most men in the accounting practice,
let's take that for a moment, and  it is also true for the tax
J   
practice, see the prospect of a partnership in Price
Waterhouse, would prefer that who are already in Price
Waterhouse, would prefer that, would they not, to a co pany
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HR. TALLENT: Are you suggesting the premise
of the fact in evidence?
MR. HELLER: I suggest that we have been talk¬
ing as if some of these premises are facts in Mr.
Connor's mind and therefore I would like to see if this
was one of them too.
A I think a fairly good number of people come to this
firm with the idea of trying to be a partner. A very large
gain:
number come with the idea of beginning a limited number of
years experience and going into corporations, hile we think
this is an attractive career, We also have so e very seri¬
ous drawbacks in this profession. We don't get stock options.
We don't get bought out by somebody else. So the chance of
becoming rich is not here.
I am not saying it is elsewhere in any greater per¬
centage, but there is some people who say this is not a bad
approach. We have been in the recruiting business a long
ti e a d we made some attempts, not all of which have been
for
successful, p opei-n 1 w- We once had a frrojcefr of recruiting
kJo l d
what I characterize as the twenty-five top liberal arts
people in the country and you could get those people very
readily because they were not really employable and they
didn't have a business background. A number of them were
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women Not any great percentage, but a significant number.
We ended up in that program with complete failure. We found
out  hat we became their recruiting goal* of the Harvard
Stanford Busi ess School types. So you know what makes
people come to this firm clearly the experience and if that
experience and the attractiveness is there, yes, I think  e
would like them to stay and try to become a partner.
Q And six hundred and fifty or more have done it?
A Yes.
Q And  any more in the international firm, I  ake it?
A There are today about eighteen hundred partners in
the world, yes.
q  ow, Price Waterhouse has that ip and out tradition
for people who become senior managers, m nagers and senior
managers, which I think the steps before partnership is con¬
sidered; isn't that correct?
A I think that most professionals moving up the
experience track, they get to a certain point in their career
probably the beginning years as a manager. If youare on the
audit staff, five or six years, out of school, that would be
relatively the experience managers. At that point I thhk
those who are with us and we have a fairly high fallout,
first year as a  anager, but if you can get by that first
year as a  anager, you're probably in your mind going to run
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j-he course and see if you are going to be selected for a
partnership. That is a fair statement. If you re not
selected for the partnership, you are not asked to leave.
Q No, no. I didn't say it was a practice. I said
it was a tradition.
Sens e s
A I think the individual says, do I really want to do
senior manager work for the rest of my career, even if the
firm says, hey you're really a good man. We don't think
that you're going to be a partner, but we have a career oppor¬
tunity in this specialized service or something like that.
I think most of them would say, no, I would rather reorient
ase ad myself and get into a corporation where I can become
a chief financial officer. You know, there is such a thing
as prestige in the world and I think being a Price Waterhouse
partner is a prestigious job and I also think   being a
are.
CFO of the company and other officers  equally prestigious and
a number of people would say if I am not going to m ke it in
this particular role, I've got marketable skills and I can
always increase my income and that is true. People leave
this firm and usually get significant increase in their in-
come for having made that move. They are valuable to com¬
panies.
Q Now with six hundred and fifty -pee-p e in ninety
offic s, throughout the country, how much aside from-tbeee
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annual partnership meetings does the typical Price Water-
house partner see of the partners who are not in his or her
office?
A They, of course, will see e ch other and at  he
noT
annu l partners' meeting, but remember let's now take a
C-T.'  I
photostat of the place in time. We have novoralr meetings,
partners in which they speni two days together, broken down
into groups, so that there are rot more than fifty partners
over a period of several years, they will have an opportuni¬
ty to mingle with their peers that way. This firm's prac¬
tice is forty percent,  hat we term multi-national. At
one point I handled our work for Exxon. I knew every mana¬
ger and every partner who was working on the Exxon work
around the world and  substantially,  ll of the ones, who
(-f J
were working on other big oil clients go, Chevron, Indiana,
Shell.
The  contacts we call*# them, is extremely exten¬
sive. You are constantly on the phone with client matters
and you're constantly atrending client  eetings or engagement
meetings where there is a combination. All during your
career the rule is no, less than forty hours of CE a ye r,
continuing education. You spend those forty hours and
preferably more with your peers at the  anager sessions
petr-f  
which is more than j*uofe- oxporicncOu It's a wider spectru .
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You begin to associate every year with a group of other
people in the firm. Peo le contact* that is a very much
part of our business.
Q Now, I take it that you have so e partners, fairly
senior ones at that, who are quite hard to work for or with
So
at times; isn't that £r«e?
A Maybe occasionally they put me in that category.
Sure. There are dema ding people in this firm just as in
other businesse .
Q And from the viewpoint of a person who is in
another office at least in Price Waterhouse, the pri ary
concerns about the partner in Office A, about a partner
in Office B, that he or she doesn't work with much, is whe-
T°
ther that person is a productive contributing partner the
gro th a d the prestige of the firm; is that correct?
A Absolutely.
Q Now, do you recall your conversation with Ann
Ho kins after she had been put on hold for the p rtnership
candidacy in 1983?
A Yes, I do.
Q Well, tell me what you said and what she said?
h o- Y 
A Well, let  e go to your introductory com ents be¬
cause I think It's very important. Absolutely the -oontinueit
growth, the continuing preminence of the fir  are very i por-
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tant goals. We grow by attr cting  ork and we grow by
having the people who carry out the  ork. Don't mistake
one to the exclusion of the other. It is very clearly
that you have got to be able to sho  that you  re a member
-7 0
of the fir , that you are going to be a contributor  both our
prc.or; . Cjcvu-f?  ruv P
i   r i r j rnirth and our ability to staff that gcosm with
the right sort of people and to lead them.
Now, I feel very much that in this partnership,
i Z-C.
despite our a&stz&e. that that is very essential and I was try¬
ing to get  cross to Ann in our conversation two or three
things. First of all to paint a picture for her that would
help her put in focus that the decision had not been taken
on her that she  ould not be a partner. She was on hold.
Q Did you tell her what her chances were?
A Oh, I told her that frequently a very high percen¬
t  /  r.
tage of holds came itjj. That the next year I don t know if
I used the word percentage or not, that percentage has varied
from time to time but very clearly I conveyed to her the im¬
pression that being on hold  as exactly that. She was bein 
held to correct a deficiency  la her case, dther holds would
be because the candidate didn't have enough exposure to other
partners. Whatever the reason was, but in her case to cor¬
rect a deficiency.
Q Mr. Connor, I am certain that was your inten ion
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nCj you've already explained that that is the function of
the personnel counselling, at least one of the Policy
Bo rd partners gives to every no and every hold candidate,
But I am more interested in the specific conversation which
you had with her.
A Of course. So, if you will allow me, I will now
continue. I said that was  he first thing I w s trying to
get across to her, what it meant to be on hold. I also
told Ann of several instances, one in particular of a person
that I greatly admired who had been put on hold and whom I
had counselled before. How we had overcome his difficulties
in a year and how he had come in and he was   very accom¬
plished partner today.
I was fairly specific as to how, what his difficul¬
ties were. He was intense, overly aggressive and very much
.
bent on self "amgrandisements". He tempered those.
-f rs t~
So I wanted to tell her  what held meant and second in her
case, it meant a particular deficiency that I hoped that
C uld, all
she would be able to overcome and that we got=4a> get on with
it.
Q What did you say the deficiency w s?
iT  
A I guess I said in these terms, Ann, I know that you
can't become a partner in this firm just because of your work
record in your own office. You've got to be acceptable to a
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wide range of partners as a contributing member .J/ One of the
reasons there were business reasons, one of the advantages
I saw that Ann Hopkins had given was that her --an opportun¬
ity was there for her to come in contact with a group of
very large piece* ¦3o cr~by government type work where  ex¬
ec. r
perience would be  significant contributing factor? ong-a ing
that piece of work through writing a very good proposal ef¬
fort.
I said, you know, -am  is a little bit easier
Ou-T fe fitJ'
than goin on a quality control  which is the usual thin 
where we send a manager to, let's say, the St. Louis office
to review the quality of the work that somebody had done.
Louis That is kind of like an opportuni¬
ty  here it really takes extreme tactj i  'you find some¬
thing wrong to convince a person that he is wrong, knowing
an imp r' &f f 
that h«= *, it is a per onal- thing in your career too.
was selected to work on this particular proposal,
and when I heard about that I thought it was first of all
good for the proposal and our chances of success, but also
good for Ann because the partners that she would come in con¬
tact with, three and four in particular, were among the  ost
highly individuals in the MCS field. The St. Louis office,
despite its location, has probably had the outstanding con-
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suiting growt  of a firm for several past years and most o 
p  o d
those who have that growth, tlia&g  ould be the ones
would come in contact with. So I had to tell her
auite frankly that I was disappointed. That so e of those
who I had a high regard for had written some fairly && *?&&-
comments about her inner personal s ills. And I said,
look, it's one experience. And maybe it was ty ical and a
year from now when another decision is made or short of  
year, it will be at le st one year older.
--yf.-pw -if .- here is something about some of these
co ments aging, particularly if they are offset by more cur¬
rent and quite different comments, but I clearly impressed
upon her the disappoin ment that I had as to t e.people t at
were writing these comments, because they had aH=e«art not
some partners are easy graders and some are ver  hard graders
and the group that I coul  recall, I thought were balanced
not every single one of them, and some of them were
younger then others, but collectively they re resented a
for idable a gregation of partners  hose standing with the
rest of the partners and with the Policy Board was very high.
Q Do you recall what her rooponsibi  -ty was to the
discussion of St. Louis?
Well, she commented on circumstances and ho  she
acted and, of course, Ann's perceptions as one would normally
nation-wide reporting coverage
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expect was not exactly the same as the perception of the
o -t k*
writer  -that gave t ic co ment. But we talked about the sit-
7W r crt
uation  nd generally she acknowledgecf-fefefe j had been so e
difficult  She kept coming back, however, to the
but the proposal got done and we won it. I s id, Ann, I
congratulate you on th t score, but that is not the whole
ballgame. I said you do that very well. What I want you
to do is to work on ko  _ Haw. you get people to work
with you. You can't be a one man band   nd I don't know Tkc- 
I used man in the  ard one man band, but whatever it was
Ann, you've got to be a team player and you've got to be
able to motiv te people who are going to work with you be¬
cause you are going to find this t e rest of your li e.
She accepted that, first of all, it was a good con¬
versation. Ann and I had a good personal relationship. I
enjoydher company. I don t know what she thought of me, but
he ever, it was never any biff--
Q You wouldn't have given her one of those short
form co ments  h t were  pparently so devastatin ?
A I would have concentr ted on the pluses, because I
really didn't have any in depth working job related experi¬
ence. She had a gener l reputation of being a driver. I
don't find that personally offensive, but, you know, I would
h ve c utioned to Ai  tro-relax a little bit. Yo  know,
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everything doesn t have to be done thirty seconds a o. And,
you kno , tell somebody that he does a good job. I  ould
have mentioned those things too. I did not view it  s a
serious problem, that a number of other partners' viewed it,
but I also didn't have the depth of experience on specific
matters.
Whenever I had contact with Ann in the working
sense, probably did not extend more than a couple of hours
over a couple of years.
Q Now, Mr. Connor, there are in business, in the busi¬
ness of Price Waterhouse, deadlines; are there not?
There was a deadline for that firm- , an administration propos¬
al that had to be met, are there not?
A That is not unusual.
Q If you relax and you miss the deadline because
people don't get the bid in, you may be loved but you may be
loved as a failure; isn t that so?
A We don't miss deadlines. So the issue never arises.
Q Were you aware that during the time Ann Hopkins  as
out in St. Louis preparing that proposal, all three of the
ccnjnp-r-s  senior partners in the office, came in and
out and left her the responsibility of dealing with the staff
to prepare the proposal?
A I may have been at the time, because we talked
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about the situation, but I do not believe that we ever leave
to a manager the decision on a proposal. I have sat down
and written proposals in the editing sense. Managers always
prepare the drafts of proposals, and the partners come in at
0 i\/e -
the beginning to-fte-fc-directions. They come in during the
-rt e
drafting stages, and  ducating stages and in the final analy¬
sis a par ner signs the proposal.
Q All right, don't --
A It is very hard to characterize and say that the
a\/e/~
partners came in at the end or that they turned the
whole thing to her. I  hi k you have to recognize that we
normally would have probably 10% partner participation as
far as the hours in a particular professional assignment,
ropos * I i
more on the . And a great deal  ore on the
or0. Is
presentation of our credentials in the- e fete . But the draft¬
ing of a proposal by a  anager is the usual thin .
Q But you saw that the partner in charge of St. Louis,
Mr. Coffe , did in f ct support Ann's candidacy; did you not?
y
A I looked at Tim Coffe 's co ments, first of all
with a tre endous degree of disappoint ent. Coffe f is one
of the universally regarded super partners of the fir . If
there are a handful, there are about eighty MCS partners.
It's a handful, six or eight. partners generally would
say these are the best  e got. Coffe is one of them That
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is not my judgment. That is almost the universal judg ent
of the firm. He is terribly dedicated to practice growth.
He is very people conscious in the way he operates. If
Tim had written a co ment that fit with a yes, I would have
kvi<Jo3
nor ally expected, you know, wh  knows, lots of pluses. I
Xcer\    i
really thought that Ti   ould see a lot of in
Ann and focus on those. He had a lot of negatives and while
I think --
Q But he voted yes, didn't he?
A I think,   remember the yes is the last word on
i'r tenS>' y
there, but it is the length of his co  ents, the wcte sity
of the . Clearly he had reservations. ji the final analysis,,
I believe he voted yes. What I was concentrating on w|s
jcvelo/o/AJ
the number of reservations and situations that were
in that written word. I also think, Hr. Heller, it is very
i portant to realize that in the writer's  ind, he knows
e kfk  -f
the offnrt of a nega ive co  ent. The way in which they are
presented. The way in which they are talked about. The
fact that they have been reviewed by members of the Policy
Board with him and others. He was very mindful that those
are what  e focus on, the negative co ments.
I think that Tim also probably took the view that
it  as only one assign ent, and Ann had worked diligently and
effectively for  uch more of her time with other partners.
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There is reluctance to being on the no side, but there was
no reluctance and I read it for what he meant to say as to
the negatives that Ann's perfor ance had generated. I sup¬
pose that was solidified by the other St. Louis partners.
At this pant we  ere reading a package. It  was just one.
You know, an isolated comment really doesn't do a candidate's
candidacy, you know, that much h rm. You know in a firm
of this size, sure occasionally you will get somebody who
steps on somebody's toes, but the combination was not good.
Q Do you recall saying to Ann Hopkins at that meet¬
ing that it was not long form comments that had resulted in
the hold, but it  as in fact the  ort form comment?
A If I used that, no, I do not recall saying that.
What I was focusing in on was the St. Louis situation.
Q Yes, I understand  
A I don't even know --
Q I thought we talked enough about that and I --
A No. I think we had not because you're using our
ter  short and long forms.  hat I was trying to express was
that those who had less than full time involvement with Ann,
were in effect the deciders on this one. I don't know r\o >
whether Coffee or any other St. Louis office partnerjwrote a
long or short from comment. I real   don't know.  hat I
meant to say and convey and I did think and did understand, i
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was that she was being held because she had demonstrated
problems in personal relationships with a group of
partners outside of OGS, but nonetheless important partners,
f c4-l-e <-1~
whose views were lufluLtPd a failure of her performance m
circu stances and I would like to emphasize this very  uch.
There was euphoria of getting that job that Ann worked on.
Everybody is happy. That is the nature of professional work.
You've got a big challenge ahead of you.
Usually if there was hard feelings or some acri ony
or too much by way of  inner- personal problems during the pro¬
posal writing stage, everyone ends s4Wtde*«fcati  up the assign
ment in such a good state, they kind of say, well, that was
water under the dam. And that wasn't the case here.
And I think that is an important distinction that
lrrl- s~
had Ann had failed ts test as to whether she had fame  person
al skills in a circumstance which should have maximized her
opportunities to demonstrate the good qualities that she had
Q How many women candidates er partners have there
been in the last four or five years at Price Waterhouse?
A I don t know. Maybe a dozen, maybe ten. I'm not
sure.
Q Have you tended to observe that there are more
comments about their grace and their tact and their personal
behavior than there are about men candidates?
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A No, I hadn't noticed any comments that I am aware
0f, I am trying to think back on some of the ca didates.
X don't think if there was such co ments, they didn't
make any i pression on me one  ay or the other.
Q I believe it's the secretary of the fir  who takes
the  inutes of the Policy Board  eetings in  hich candidacies
are discussed; is that correct?
A Yes, that's right.
Q Lee Mertson?
A Lee Mertson, Ellinore Mertson.
Q Now I take it her minutes, like all minutes, are
not absolutely verbatim or exhaustive?
A Well, Lee, to her eternal credit, writes the longest
minutes we've had in many, many years. It's not unusual for
Policy Board minutes to go out covering a  eeting that goes
for t enty five pages. The reason for that is that  e want
the partner to get the flavor of the discussion, not just
the decision.
Q  ell, that leads me to ask you to look at the
minutes for the discussion of Ann Hopkins, which I  ill
A Well, first of all, there h*s never in the minutes,
discussion of the candidates, I don't know what you are
referring to, but they are no the . The only thin 
that appears in the minutes relative to the admission process
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is the decision. We had never really put into the minutes
anything that rela ed to the  artners personally or their
financial co pensation arrange ent or the discussions that
lead to e ploy ent decisions where a partner is sent. We
only record the decision because those things are viewed as
between the Policy Board and the partner concerned.
Q  o, no. I am talking about the Policy Board's
decision on whether or not to ad it, re ect or hold a person
for partnershi ?
A Um hum.
Q I am going to show you the minutes of the 1983 de¬
cisions on two OGS candid tes.
A These are written, that you are looking at?
Q They are. Mr. Zieger has told us that they were
15 jl done by Ms. Mertson.
„ ,, a All right. Well, I am just trying to establish
what  ou are looking at because they are not minutes. The 
are notes that the secretary made during the course of th 
20 || discussion.
2 || q What is the purpose of those notes?
A I didn't even know she was making them.





24 Were you aware of that?
25 No.
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Q Well, you will see a very lengthy discussio  of --  
A Lee is a very --
Q The notes. A very lengthy discussion of Mr. Lom.
. H. Lom.
A Yes. Henry Lom.
Q You can ignore any red  arks on those and I will
apologize for them.
A Sure.
Q And you will see that they go on for a full or
practically a full legal size fourteen inch page of lined
paper. You see about seven lines down, a statement that
says, JEC, and I think that is you.
A Right.
Q Is worried about, I believe it's about fall out
from holding Lo . Do you recall what you meant by that?
What you were saying in substance?
x:
A Yes, not as to the specific? apei: i fi tflttiiL,. but  oa-
cls. , . .
can generalize   hi f « *¦ to what those two  ords would
mean, there are two audiences to be satisfied in the ad¬
mission process and make no mistake about that, the partners
must be satisfied that they have admitted a person that they
wish to be a partner.  e also feel our responsibility that
the managers, those coming along, those getting close, those
ho know their peers or  aybe a year or two beyond peer level,
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/ho are approaching the partnership, that we have dealt
fairly with those candidates.
Now when I say fall out from holding Lo  , I can
speculate that what I meant there  as that Lo   would have
been with the firm   couple of years, that he was extremely
well regarded and by his contemporaries in OGS, as far as I
c n recall, and despite the fact that he had been with us
a relatively short time, that his standing there was very
clear to me. That if we held him, I thought that maybe
we were just holding him for a bunch of, you know, reasons
S&e
that did not mean and would not soa  to be meant as subst n¬
tive by the rest of the OGS organization. This is one inter¬
pretation of it.
Now a fe  years later, it is kind of hard to know
exactly, but that would be the normal thing.
(Whereupon discussion was held off the record.)
Q Let me ask you to turn back one page in the packet
of papers that you have got in front of you, which I think
is Ms. Mertson's notes. Look at the very bottom of page
5133.
A I am looking  t it.
Q And you see the entry for A. B. Hopkins?
A Yes.
Q And you will see that I think the entire discussion
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of her is less than five full lines, going over to the next
page,
A Yes. And the principal comment made abou  her
is she lacked social grace. I am reading the com¬
ment .
Q I will tell you that we thought originally that
said grace, but Hr. Zieger, I believe or Mr. S rader iden¬
tified it as being social grace.
A I think you can see the 0 very clearly.
Q It m y be. That seems to be agreed, what was said.
Now PEG, Paul B. Goodstat.
A Yes.
Q Stated that he  441 counsel her and in ends to get
her involved on a nu ber of projects period. Do you kno 
if when he ever did that?
A No, I do not.
Q And J. E. C., that's you, said, he would speak to
1
her as well* Goodstat. And you in fact did as
you've told us.  ow, the board conclude  the hold.  ow
going back to your statement that Ms. Mertson takes very
good, full notes, is this accurate to reflect the discussion
in the Policy Board of Ann Hopkins' candidacy?
MR. TALLENT: Counsellor, I don t think -he
s id that. I think he said she was a very good and
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complete person, bu  I don't think he said to~he good
and complete notes.
Q Well, £ie certainly took good and complete notes in
a difference sense of Mr. Lom.
A I am sfccaJ*=tw--*»y thi that her notes indicated
that she had done a good job on proposal?. That was
the opening phase. I think that was the sense of the Board
f /l f~s fg
too, that her problem was iafte  personal skills. These are
far less extensive  han the discussions. The difference,
T~ O  ...
however,-  would focus is that the decision was almost uni¬
formly on one point. And that was the personal skills
point.
I Q You see Ms. Mertson saying social grace though, not
personal skills?
A That Ms. Mertson's choice of words. I don't
know why she used social grace. Maybe she felt that that
| Was a better description, but my word and since I have never
I seen this nor to my knowledge has anybody else ever seen them
at the Board level, these are not our minutes. These are
notes that Mtf. Mertson was making.
q why did she take those notes?
A I don t know.
I q Presumably the decision has to be recorded?
A The decision is recorded. The decision is recorded
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t   ote.
ort t e basis of bath. As to e ch candidate. And there is
a short summary prepared that the Board agrees to as to what
the candidate is to be told as to the reasons for --
Q Where is that?
A I am surprised that --
HR. TALLENT: I don't believe we've ever seen
that.
MR. HELLER: I am sure you have seen it.
MR. TALLENT: I've seen Admission Committee
MR. HELLER: The Admission Committee state¬
ment which ultimately is adopted by the Policy Board
that  e are talking about.
MR. TALLENT: That's  hat we're talking about.
MR. HELLER: In other words, what you mean
is unless the Admission Co mittee reco mendations is
modified or rejected, the Admissions Co mittee statement
beco es the statement of the Policy Board?
A Yes. Of course the statement sometimes gets  odi¬
fied as well as the decision.  hat we are trying to do is
u. tk
to make sure that there is no miscommunication -because eighteer
-
men sitting around tfce- table  that we h d agreed, yes, as to
fc AUi'  
a decision and there is no problem as to recording- haf • that
is, but the reason for the decision as to the hold must be
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communicated to the candidate. And we want those  ords to be
precise and they are, fhe Ad ission Co mittee drafts and the
Board revie s them and agrees to the  and they are communica¬
ted.
Q Now, Ellinore Mertson presumably is there for some
purpose, is she not?
A Ms. Mertson attends every Board  eeting  management
committee meeting.
Q And she is an accurate secretary of the transac¬
tions of the Board; isn't she?
A I never had any fault with the sense of what she
gets. I frequently rewrite her minutes as to particular
items. She is not, for example, a trained accountant.
Q I would understand on a technical point.
A Well, no, I think it is  ore than a technical point.
There are points that any chairman in vie ing,minutes will
change because of his sense of what the meeting said was
different. Those minutes, of course, get approved by the
Board. Every member of the Board reviews the minutes in draft
for  and many suggest changes and they are almost invariably
changed to reflect perception.
. . ,
Q The priay ty of the entry as to Ann Hopkins, would
suggest to a reader that this was not really a very substan¬
tial decision and that in fact it was kind of an agreed
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A Oh, I think that is absolutely nonsense. First of
Id rie.
all, it is a prowd write up. But the facts that led to the
decision relative to Ann Hopkins were very clear cut. There
was inner personal skill problems that her relationship  with
&-e-rs
the staff and with her euporionoe was very clearly a problem.
The discussion, if you really wish to know, my recollection
is that we discussed Ann Hopkins a great deal more than we
of tr
discussed many of the/fcandidates with longer writings, but it
also indicates, and I think this is something that I have no
hesitancy in saying, that there was a relatively high degree
of unanimity of the Board.
This was a decision that was not on the balancing
points.
Q Except you, I think, had said that you believed you
ere i stru e tal for converting the Board from a reject ou ¬
right to a hold.
A Yes, that's right. That's worth a point. But the
point of the discussion never got to moving from a no to a
yes. Now those are not easily reached. But  hen one is
talking from a no to a hold, particularly  ith one who had
limited opportunity in number of years to broaden her
acquaintance, I did not vie  that as a tremendously difficult
ovement on the Board's part. Generally the attitude is
)
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let's make sure every candidate has a very good chance.
Q Now, Mr. Connor, in your preparation for this tes¬
ti ony, did you look at the docu ent that is in front of y>u?
A No, I did not.
Q You did sect look at the document I am about to
hand youf  "Bid you not,the Admission Co mittee's
reco mendation on Ann Hopkins?
A This is the document that you said you hadn't seen.
This is what I was referring to by way of the reco mendation
of the Admission Committee.
Q Let me just ask you a little more precisely about
that. That is a recommendation to the Policy Board to hold
her, not to zgect her?
A That's right.
Q And that is a reco mendation to hold that occurred
before, I understood you to be-aalcisg the state ent
that you had been -jiadyagntal. You thought in persuading
a /-iTrvm 2S \ a
Admission Com ittee of rejection to hold.
A Well, it sounds like you probably have me on that
point, and I a  h rd pressed to say why, because I re ember
the precise discussion that I led, that this should be a
hold and i  not a no. It may have been and it probably was
and, of course, you looked at these docu ents more thoroughly
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than I have £ at the Admissions Committee said this should
/
have been a no, but because of experience, years of service,
that sort of stuff, or lack of wide spread fa iliarity
throughout the fir , that we would reco mend a hold or will
go with a hold rather than no. But it should have been a
A     -f 
no. Whatever it waSj misunderstand what I am trying
to say   fhat the Admissions Co mittee in my recollection,
woul iave gone with a no and that I was the one who said I
think this should be a hold.
» f t-Vxa   onve  s  t inn and the
discussion at the Board level.
Q you talk to the Ad ission Co  ittee either
through a  e ber or two or institutionally before they
make a reco mendation of the Policy Board about a partnership
proposal? .
A I can't recall any instances like that. Undoubted¬
ly I wosld have conversations with the chairman of the Ad¬
missions Com ittee along the line of how many are coming
through, how many  ax, how many MCS, how many audit.
There are two or three areas where I know that   firm must
have a partner. I may ask is so and so coming through, but
not to influence it. The reason I am doing that isn t to
influence the decision or to tip it in a particular  ay,
but in  y other capacity as the senior partner of the fir ,
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I am responsible for a partner of •ejrfployment. We do not ad
mit people and decide where they  re going to go tomorrow.
R  hat - "m aa foat is a process that goes on for several
Jcor-
months of trying to allocate resources.
Q All right.  e have been talking without a name
o e_
attached to it about the partner in charge of the £e=gfefc  of



















Q You ve known Mr. Beyer how long?
A Well,   ny,  any years, but I had really only
gotten to know him well from the time that he went to OGS
s the partner in charge. I was responsible, clearly, for
making that decision, Before theny ke had been the head of
{>ru.c.Ti
our MCS &ep***»eat in Boston while I knew him and knew him
for several years. I did not know him well.
Q Do you consider him one of the super partners that
you were referring to in the management consulting service?
A He is not a technical super star, he is a very effec¬
tive partner in charge of an office. He s far thinking.
He motivates people well. He is very hard by way of his
work habits and he is very knowledgeable as to what his people
and what his clients are doing. I think he is a very fine
person.
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Q Mr. Beyer kept you pre ty regularly informed be¬
cause you were in effect his superior practice partner?
A T  t * s ri ht. He h   to consult with  e on new
hires and things like that with the experience ma agement
level.
Q These State Department contracts, particularly the
second phase of the financial management system contracts
or engagement, that s among the largest consulti g contracts
that Price Waterhouse has ever had; isn t it?
A Oh, yes. No question about th t.
Q In Mr. Beyer's view, was that Ann Hopkins was
quite instrumental in making that a-asitteo proposal?
I A She was a very important member of the Phase I
group. And remember, if we hadn't done a good job on Phase
I we wouldn't have been up for Phase II.   ;T
I Q Phase I, as  ou said, it was a design phase also*
as it not a government subsidized pro osal o  ortunity?
Is the government in effect budgeted to allow people to come
up with very sharp and precise proposals for the main phase
of the financial management?
A I don't know if there was a budget as ect of,
government budget aspect, to the proposal partner of Phase II.
It doesn't really matter whether it was or not. We would
have done it anyway, whether we got paid for it or not because
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r>\ i
Phase 2 was much bigger than Phase 1. Phase 1 was a run
off contest between ourselves and another firm  ho was also
doing the same phase work.
r-Di'c ~ 
Q All right.   Mr. Beyer ever s y to yo  that he
thought that without Ann Hopkins that might not have been
awarded to Price Waterhouse?
A Tom Beyer was very high on Ann.  o question
about that. I don't recall his actually saying that. It
wouldn't have surprised me if he did. I think he probably
ould have included three or four other people and I would
include Tom Beyer in that group. Without Tom, I don t think
we would have gotten it either.
Q But I did ask you about him. Certainly in the
case of the Farmers Home Administration contract which came
out of St. Louis, in which we tal ed about earlier, Mr.
Beyer did in fact credit Ann Hopkins with the responsibility
for getting that award; didn't he?
I don't recall whether he did or not but there
again, let me e phasize, it wouldn t h ve surprised me. Ann
as a very capable person and she had good abilities in
developing proposals.  o question. She was very effective
chlch would have credited her with a major portion of
the satisfactory, very successful efforts on the Farmers
To gue rs-r by=4feay3ay= j>he was a real contributor.
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(Whereupon Connor Exhibit #1 marked for iden¬
tification.)
Q Hr. Connor, let me show you what was marked as
Connor's Exhibit #1. Do you recall receiving that letter
fro  Mr. Beyer which is da ed Dece ber 2, 1982?
A A/0, A great number of letters crossed my desk, but I
do know the substance of it. Maybe that is the most impo*.-
tant thing.afesti.  t at Ann was involved in the Fanners
Home Credit Proposal, which I thought was a good t ing to get
her involved with and I tteBgbt that she had been a key me -
I
ber in the successful  roposal efforts. The substance of
the letter doesn't s rprise me. Whether I learned it fro 
reading it here, you know, part of this may  ell be that Tom
lust wanted to put it in the files,  hich is a good and under-
standing thing to do for a member.
I'm sure he mentioned it to me on the phone before
land.
Q Well, you didn't sign it over to the Admission
o mittee; did you?
A The candidates files are made available to the
dmissions Committee. I mean, their entire personnel file
tod this  as marked as having been in her person el file.
frequently get letters, many times, from clients saying you
ave got a great   I «ad them, acknowledge
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them and put them in their files. The Admission Committee
sees them routinely.
Q Now you talked a nu ber of times to the State De¬
partment people about the financial management service con¬
tract; didn't you?
Q Did you also talk to them about the real estate
management service contract that came after that?
A I knew that bfeass was one, and I think the subject
ha  been raised at lunch with a controller of the State De¬
partment that we were being asked to do that, but I had no
substantive discussion about it. There are several phases
of the State Department work.
j riv ~fi* ** 
q in your discussion in this, did you hear any cn i-
cism of Ann Hopkins' performance?
A No.
Q Did you hear any problems about her inner personal
skills, getting into the way of her work?
A No.
q Did you hear anybody say that they just didn t want
to be with her because of her personal skills or any
s nony  for that?
A I certainly heard lots of those within the fir ,
but from the controller to the State Department, no. And he
I nation-wide reporting coverage




























was the only person.
q Is he the only one you talked to?
A That's right. I  ould occasionally see somebody
else in the State Department, but my conversation with him
were not in depth conversations. I was not the technical
review on this project. What I was doing was  aking sure
that the State Department saw that we were putting all the
resources that the pro ect required into it. So it would be
a conversation that we would relate to the personal
relationship of any particular staff member.
q Were you aware that the State Department had asked
t ke Hr" W off of the first phase of the financial
management services project because of objections to him as
managing partner in the project?
A YeS . It was early on-.in the phase 1 work.
Q And you had something to do with picking the part¬
ner in charge of phase 2; didn t you?
A Yes. I wanted to make sure that we had one of o r
best E P project manager?and that's basically what this was
and I arranged for Don Epelbaum's transfer from St. Louis.
q Were you awarl lf'how Mr. Epelba m, not at the time'
that Ms. Hopkins wasn' roposed for partnership. but?the time
that she was proposed, were you aware of how Mr. Epelba 
viewed her candidacy?
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A I don't recall specifically wh t Epelbaum's comments
were on the proposal.
Q Does the Admission Committee ever inquire  or the
Policy Board or probably the Admissiort Co  ittee  ever inquirers
the e tent to which people who make short form com ents, par-
SfroK ly
ticularly negative comme ts or strc  g,  ositive comments have
had real   anything to do with the candidate?
0 r
A They had the general awareness ABd the nature of
the co  ents. As I said to you, many of them come from quali¬
ty control reviews, which is an exercise that lasts a couple
of weeks. They know that. This was the proposal process
See. -r e r
contract tha  they could ca r  -tha-t from the nature, what the
relationship was between Ann Hopkins and the co menting part¬
ners from St. Louis and they could speculate that it was
probably a couple of weeks work, maybe a little bit longer
than that. There is* a general awareness of it and in their
follow up conversations, if there was any uncertainty as to
duration of being brought together, they would clarify that.
-fke y
I think -that a pretty good idea.
Q Do you recall the 1981 candidacy of Christine
Miller?
A Vaguely.
Q Do you recall anything that you could give, any in¬
formation or any memory that you could give some content to
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this explanation of the decision on fchi-o?
A No, I don't remember it s ecificalty.
82
T* * s
Q I only have one of those. Mr. Connor, talking
about, does  appear to have the strengths or depths or
background as a consultant such as would be required of a
partner?
It is not an unusual type of comment, just co ing
through as a jneyo guofl . I guess I would call it.
..  - ¦!  - cave she  as   verv valuable e ployee
whom we  hould like to keep and we should try to keep her.
What was so valuable about her even though she didn't have
the strengths?
A  es, I could see the strengths. She is skilled m
sof ware i plementation and that is part of the EDP activity
that I've indicated as a very --
MR. TALLE T: That's in the super specialist
l
area?
A  o, that is not. There are in this firm probably
six to ten partners which I would consider to be EDP super
specialists. There are probably thirty to forty who are
skilled in EDP, but, and I know, almost i mediately that small
handful of partners that I will characterize as the top of
the technical range of EDP skills. We have never been able
to have enough of those and we have in fact directly admitted
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just las  year t o  ho had their own firm who added to that
very small group of super star specialists in EDP in the
technical are .
Q All right, let me over with you again because
I a  now going to ask you about the next page in this booklet
and these were the exhibits in Mr. Ziegler's deposition.
A Yes.
Q This is Exhibit 16. The other one for the record
was Exhibit 15 of that deposition, and this concerns Diana
Wilson?
A  es.
fiSCu S' o  
I Q Now I want to ask you if you recall the of
Diana Wilson, maybe just to see if you recall that before
you agree tec that, while you are reading it.
A I don't remember reading this relative to Diana
j| Wilson. But undoubtedly I saw it at the time, a couple of
years ago.*
q you see that she is referred to as lacking in grace
and skill.
A Yes.
q Very low in grace and skill?
A yes. Very low in grace and skill. Very derroga-
II tory, grace and personal characteristics.
Jj q Have you e er seen" Grace used i  reference to a male
nation-wide reporting coverage





A I can't specifically recall, bu  I had seen com¬
ments -- lacking in social skills. I'd be
hard pressed to say where, but I have seen the  before.
Q
84
right, and you see that she, the las  para-
graph, has some  light comment about her not making it a
24
one of the boys," but at least tha  is the way I read it.
Maybe you read it differently.
A Well, I guess we better read it. It is possible
to be "one of the boys" at the manager level and be effective
t the partner level more professional style?, is called for.
I understand exactly what that means. A partner is a leader
of the group. You can socialize, you can be part of the
group, but you are the leader of the group and there has to be
a certain standing there. You can't be just another one of
the group.
Q One of the boys?
One of the boys is the way it is expressed there
and I don t see anything  rong with that.
Q All right. Can  ou turn to the ne t  age. I
think that is 17 and that is another female partner oandi-
date,  ho is that one?
A Alexis Dow.
Q Yes. Do you recall her candidacy?
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Do you recall that her manner w s -tfurt  nd-  r 
-
brusk was one of the telling points against her?
- .
A No, I don't recallthat was the
v  -
telling  oints against her.  urt, brusk and overly aggres¬
sive are used frequently to describe proble s she s had
with itm r personal relations, although improvement is nof 
I
-I tt j  eight. Several partners continued to question her
ability to be an effective leader. I think it characterizes
a fairly bal nced view.
Q Do you recall the candidacy of Tom Green?
A Yes. Tom Green is one of those half dozen to a
dozen that are in the absolute top of the technical capabil¬
ity category in EDP. Very large project  anager.
Q Do you recall there were lots of comments about his
manners and his style?
A Yes. That one I do. And we debated that one for
a long time because of those. I think the decision would
have gone against Tom and this is a personal expression.  -
fellow board members may not agree  ith it, but when one is
handling these as a project leader, these EDP opera¬
tions in a technical sense were so short-handed and the nature
of the  ork is one extreme technician talking to another,
eaning a client's extre e technician. Someti es I wonder if
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either side has any  personal skill. They talk in such jar-
gon , in such complexity, they seem to communicate very well
with each other. They sure dropped me out of the conversa¬
tion.
Q Do you recall any decision about the candidacy of
/
Mr. Puschaver, Ernest Puschaver?
A No. I've got to know Puschaver in the last
couple of years very well. I greatly ad ired him, but at
the time, as I recall, a a a rcstrlr. he was then from North
Carolina or South C rolina or some place in the south east
and the banking background partner.
q Do you think you were instru ental in getting Mr.
Lom accepted that year? the notes of Ms. Mertson
X ?
that wet]
A I was certainly supportive of Henry Lum. I knew
his work not as much as I knew of Ann Hopkins, but I knew
what Henry was doing. I knew his standing
thfe group of OGS partners. I don't remember any particular
i) CaA  t*. il~C-   _ . J- .
effort that for on my behalf other than the fact
that in m ADP role, I would nor ally take more than active
part in the Policy Board decision, then on say somebody like
j Millen or Alexis Dow who were not in the area.
q I take it for the record that APD is area practice
department?
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A That s right.
Q Did you discuss Ann Hopkins candidacy personally
on the telephone with Hr. Beyer during the time that it was
torvw-'n-e       
being considered by the Admission  orbefore the
Ad ission Com ittee?
A Undoubtedly I talked to him several times, but I
am generally aware of who the candidates are being proposed.
I don't recall any specific conversation other than ho  many
candidates were being proposed for OGS and that sort of
stuff.
Q Do you recall any specific discussions with him
about Arm Hopkins candidacy, about the substance of her can¬
didacy. whether it  ould succeed, fail or what reasons?
i A .
Before the Admission Committee report?
Q Yes.
Jl U l lCA
A I may have had conversations, but I -d© not have
about the circulization you know, what was com¬
ing in on the white sheets, unless somehow somebody had made
me aware of that as they were coming in, no, I don t really
recall any, but that is not to say that I wouldn’t, you know,
we are constantly talking about staff matters with To 
Beyer*
|| Q You just don’t recall what those   e ohms were?
A The only thing I could say to you with   degree of
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finalit)  that I was surprised and disappointed with the wide
spread n ture and intensity of the negative comments on
-fkou.q r ,O J ,r'ij  *
Ann. I  «t w she  ould have a different jssa - to -holu on this
one bec use she had done a good job. I was not aw re of
r~
thes  problems that others began to point out.
Q You had certainly never encountered them personal¬
ly in your dealings with her, had you?
A I'm the chairman of the fir . I very rarely have













tunately, tha - one of the problems of being removed and
one of the reasons that I tend to try to have some staff con¬
tacts but my only personal contacts with Ann were always pro
fessional, but I also had the clear feeling that si  w a
vcr.. _ she was a very intense person. That is not unusual.
Q Now, you talked to Mr. Epelbaum about the financial
management service contract frequently, didn t you?
A No.
Q Not frequently?
A I talked to Epelbaum quite   bit in conjunction
>e. r >'o A t c-  11 /
with encouraging him to come do»n to OGS and apeak ditectly
afte what I have gone out to lunch with °f
the State Department, uith Mr. Beyer, Mr. in which
we talked about the progress of the job. The mdepth nature
of it.  o, not really.
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Q Did you ever hear from Mr. .ftppelbaum that he was
encountering staff difficulties with Ann Hopkins?
A  o, nor would I really expect it. The focus of
any conversation I had with Epelbau  was his own situation.
How as the project going. Was he on top of it. Remember he
was brought inbetween Phase 1 and Phase 2. That is not the
IVr . ,
asiest thing ii the world to have to pick up a job in mid-
streatn obviously, but after important conceptual design de-
' feipOK b, hTy
cisions had been made and to be given the total response for
a ij r-that has got to work after the State Depart¬
ment has spent  illions and millions and  illions of d llars, j
I talked with him in that sense, yes.
A;  e'Jt-r  e*/-
Q Mr. Connor,  ou-4tavc here from Mr. Beyer or from
anybody else in the office of Governme t Services before you
saw the Admissio  Committee report on Ann Hopkins and the
long form and short form comments, did you ever hear from
any of these f   **  that they were encountering difficulties
working  with Ann because of her in er-personal skills?
A As I said before, I was generally aware of her in¬
tense nature, that she got the job done regardless of what
obstacles tfeat were there. That was the general --
I q i'd love to have you explain that, but I d also
love for you to answer yes or no?
A  ell, I think I would rather explain rather than
I nation-wide reporting coverage
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answer yes or no.
Q I would like for you to answer yes or no and then
explain?
A Yes, I was aware there was some concerns but they
were never s ecific. It was pushing too hard on something
that was the type of thing. So if you answer yes or no, I
think you have missed the flavor of it.
Q Oh, no, I want the flavor. I just want the
answer first and I also want to know how?
A Th t I think I described.
i
MR. TALLENT: You got your yes or no and
you want  h  fhvor. Let him do that and then you can
ask how I suppose.
MR. HELLER: I suppose tha 's fine.
A You know one of the things that has al ays been in
jer'i
my mind, you know, I worked for a difficult person as a
manager in the last three years. I left the firm on paper
or at least in my mind t ree or four ti es rather than con¬
tinue working for hi . I always got talked out of it.
ver 
I've always been sensitive to over-bearing project
leaders. This man was a partner. And th t man had a disas¬
trous career. He drove more good managers out of 4*©
fir  than anybody else. And I have never lost sight of the
fact that my career could have turned into a different
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direc ion. I got salvaged by somebody else.
Q certainly did a marvellous salvage job, Mr
Connor.
A But I am trying to explain that yes, I am sensitive
to people and I am particularly sensitive to somebody who
is overbearing because  y life was sheer hell for three or
four years and I wouldn t want anybody to go through that
0  T t
again. We made a mistake and he cost us dearly.
As far as I am concerned,-inn r-personal s ills,
when you're working in an organization, it is nothing more
than people, very high --
Q I thought we were going to hear the flavor about
a  L r P   I
what you heard about Ann Hopkin   oa* p-
A It was pushing too hard, a little too intense.
She was pushing the staff rather han leading them. Those
are not necessarily bad. It s *9 degree. But the fact that
I became aware of them generally that's some warning, but I
didn't think it was a proble  that it was, that it had turned
out to be.
q Did you ever hear that about Mr. Beyers.
A Oh, sure, sure, I thin  Tom is a real driver.
And yet his i personal skills within OGS is absolutely
superb. I've checked those out myself. I think Tom has un¬
doubtedly some people he Irritates, but that is probably true
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of a lot of people but he also has tremendous loyalty for
the people who are in his office. You balance these things.
Q  ow tell me how you had heard that Ann was push-
L:rr\<-
ing a too hard.
HR. TALLENT: Counsellor is that from whom?
A I could teither recall from whom. I can only re-
(x . uz fp  0 e,-   T1'-*-
call the general time frame which was,-app  ve  The ending
part of the phase 1, and we had a couple of particularly
difficult hurdles to get over. That was the general time
frame that I'm referring to.
q Now, what about Mr. Tallent's question. Do you
recall from whom?
A No, I  o not.
Q Did you hear during the ti e of the St. Louis, did
you discuss with any of the St. Louis, the Farmer Home
Troposal at the ti e it was being prepared7
A No, I did not.
Q So as the area practice partner in effect for OGS,
it came as something of a surprise to you to see how widely
obje' tS Ann Hopkins was on the basis of it*** personal
skills; is that correct?
-K
A Yes, ifdid.
Q And did it come as a surprise to you to see how
many of those co  ents were fro  people who really had only
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a short form basis for commenting on her?
\>\  - C- t- 
A Well, I never really  ade sueh distinction between
the two. I knew  nn had good support in OGS or she would
not have been proposed. So I never thought specifically as
to whether they were long or short forms because ifc would
jiyK £ -f--e d
have depended upon them to be short form reports. Those are
the comments that I  ould not have been aware of. I certain-
ly was not aware.
Q Did you discuss with Hr. Epelbaum after Ann was
ot proposed again for partnership his reasons for opposing
them?
I A I don't remember any such conversation, not with
r  r c r o-
Epelbaum. Usually I restrict my conversations  to the
partner in charge of the office.
Q Now, you got a letter, I think you said, or you
said you got an oral explanation from Mr. Beyer. Do you re¬
call getting a letter from Mr. Beyer about the decision not
II to resubmit Ann's candidacy?
A j'm sorry. I  id not recall whether I got a letter
I from him or not.
I q Do you recall seeing that letter?
A ye , I don t really recall s ecifically the letter.
but I generally recall the thrust of what’s being said here.
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So undoubtedly, I saw it. I get a lot of letters.
q And did you -- I guess my question was going to
be whether your conversation with Hr. Beyer preceeded or
followed that, but if you don't recall then you don't
recall that I assume.
A That s right.
Q DO you remember anything else from  our conversa¬
tion with Mr. Beyer that is not reflecte  in that letter?
I A Ajo, I think with one exception. I thin  both Tom and
I were genuinely sorr  that it turned out this wa . I make
no secret of the fact that I likeJ Ann ./is an individual, I
thought she was fine. And I think Tom did too. but we also 
knew that on this one there was just too many partners that
opposed. That they were sistent in what they were saying.
q Let  e show you, because you  entioned it earlier
at the ti e  hen I couldn t reme ber where to find it. The
Admission Co  ittee reco  endatio  on Hr. Puschaver and I
I think the record will reflect that despite t£  reconmenda-
tion of hold, he was in fact ad itted.
A Umm h xnm.
Those co ments  re --
Let me as  you some clarification.




Yes, they do. Let me ask you a question, not only














on Ann Hopkins. What I am looking at as torecommenda¬
tion. Here is a recom endation that goes to the Policy
Board,the time that the Admissions Committee makes its
recommendation. If we change the recom endation than obvious-|
ly this piece of paper gets changed too. And I am not sure
which one I a  looking at and I wasn't sure at the time ¦i*'w 'Tt |
? s o£~ Ann Hopkins.
q Hr. Connor, I think Mr. Tallent will correct me or
Mr. Sullivan will if I a  wrong. I think the record is that
was the reco  endation of the Ad ission Committee of the
Policy Board because in fact the Policy Board decision was
to overrule that reco mendation and  ead it Mr. Puschaver.
A Well, you may be surmising something that first of
all is logical, what you're saying, but may not be the case.
I think we have changed the reco  endation* at various times
too because what we are focusing   on is not the recommenda¬
tion per se but the words that we wish to convey to the can¬
didates .
So, nov, getting back to -- I don't knov the exact
circumstances of Puschaver, I had no personal awareness of
this. I had seen   piuina at comments; lackin maturit ,
0 7 overbearing. They have come through a number <f ti es.
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Business decision* on Puschaver probably because we bad just
gotten one big major and had nobody in New York
to do it. flltv.0 ,   r * TP
S
q Do you recall any business decisions , and. you de¬
fined it during your direct testimony,  ade in the favor of
wo en c ndidates?
A Most of the ones that I recall offhand, Linda
Heller. Linda Seals at that time in Seattle was one that
I was in charge of her area an  she went through the first
time. Kay Lindstrom, I think, went through the first time.
And I m just recalling these, I m not so sure that  e had
an  business decisions that were connected because I think
all of them  through. Shirley  ould. I think was the
same way. an easy decision. And I did not participate in the
Maryann Berg s decision many, many years ago.
Q There have been, I think you said, about a dozen
proposals for wo en,
j A That would be my guess.
Q And there are six women. So presumably six or so.
There are seven  omen.
* Presumably at least five. A proximately half of
l them got turned down at some time or still bein  held, ft Well
that is my general recollection. I hadn't done the arithme¬
tic. You've mentioned about -- we've brought u  Ale is Dow
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and we've brou ht up two to three others. Seems to me it
might add u  to five. Maybe if you've looked at all the
ones that did not get through, if  e've gotten si  through
and five didn t, that  ould be about avera e, but  ee, that's
a lot of arithmetic. I would rather see it precisely rather
than just agree with it.
Q Well, let me just ask you a more  eneral question.
Do  ou recall any let's leave aside the rare type
situation of business decision, do you recall any instance
in which the kinds of objections or co ments that are  ade
about Mr. Puschaver. and I think  ou recall some similar
co  ents about Mr. Green were made about a woman, but none-
theless there was an overriding decision by the Policy Board
to take that woman as a partner.
A   do not because I think most of the women were re¬
jected as not quite coming up to the mark. I don't reme ber
any of the other women being gr0UndS'
Q All right. You talked at  in**** ti e about the
fact that there were one to four area practice offices for
I partners and now there are eleven. Why is that?
A Growth of the firm. Growth of the fir  somewhat
h d changed in the responsibilities as we now call the a
practice partners, in for the most part, they also had
direct responsibility of an office in the area as well as the
aia/»««-7s»»
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verall supervision of maybe te  or twelve offices in  he
a e .
q This reflects theexpansion of the num¬
ber of partners in offices, in effect dispersion of authority
eyond of what any four partners could do?
A When there were four partners, all of us who were
among that grou  thought that was too much things for us to
do in the first place, but there was a cultural bias against
having intervening layers of manage ent between the senior
partner and the part er in charge of an office, so we took
the bold step of compromise on four. I had seventy-five
-fO d></ej~s*e ,
partners on at the time on the West Coast who we oec.
Probably the nu ber tod y is double that.
Q Hr. Connor, I asked you at the very beginning
hether Price Waterhouse had ever done any formal self exami¬
nation of its treatment of women as candidates for partners.
Are you aware of any of the other  ig accounting fir s having
m de such a study?
A No, I a  not.
Q Have you any further  e ories of the conversation 
£&¦wo dered away from it, of the conversation you had with
Ann Hopkins in the aftermath of her being put on hold as a
partner? I kno  you talked about St. Louis and you talked
about a few other things. Are there any other parts of tha 
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yj .fclw
conversation in that you remember  abou  n hfvHrr
A iaw---y m-t jilRoc =ahnnt-»wha : a hold meant. Yes and
that we emphasized the i portance of getting along with
others. Probably alluded to what we are going to have to
find opportunities to get you out of OGS and into other
uSmwT'so that more partners can comment on you.
q Do you know if that was done?
A My conversation w s pretty close to the decision
of not to propose her again.
11 q Are you sure about  he date?
I A Not really, but the opportunity would have presented
the selves later than that decision.
0 That was also Mr. Goodstat s result, that he was
goi g to get her involved in pro ects?
A  o. I said that that  ould be Paul Goodstat's
responsibili y. I la ing out ways in which this could
be overcome. I clearly related <*4e to this other man on the
West Coast, where several months after he had been put on ,
hold an opportunity ca e.along to put him on a project for ,
the  orld Bank and expose him to several other partners, and j
I was aware of that. Grabbed the opportunity. I was, in
effect, almost saying to Ann, I'll keep my eyes open too, so
if something comes up that you could do this, that or the |
other in the national office so e here else on a project basrs
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it gives you a chance to develop more support. I will do
that for you.
Q Do you recall if what Ann Hopkins s ecifically
asked you what she needed to do to become a partner?
A I don't re lly recall that specific question. That
was, but that was really the whole thrust of our conversation
tv
and it was only on that one point that she has got to work
and lead people and not push them and not -- make them part
of the te m, become part of the te m herself. That was the
whole conversation that we were having.
Q Do you recall making a general statement about what
you se d on the short form co ment about her?
A My invariable practice had been to read to a disap¬
pointed candid te significant excerpts if not the entirety
of the neg tive comments.
0 I understand tliat. My question to you was do you
recall making your own general statement about the short forms
or a generalization about them?
A I did not  ake a distinction between short or long
form. I would comment my own perception what the writer was
sayin   hether it was a long for  or a short form, the com-
| * C.tc U b«-cA«t* .
ments  re extremely important in the o4rgealution p i* it s the
6 r
partners own words. He is not checking off a number o  a box.
He is trying to say things, hopefully in a balanced way. And
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my intentior ) to pass alon , you know, not try to paraphrase
them but  o pass them on and then try to interpret them as
bes  I could.
Q Does this strike you, when you think abou  those
comments and look at them and see ho  many of them had posi¬
tive things to say about her, that the negative see ed to win
out?
A No, because actually there were a lot of negatives
compared to the intensity of them.  e ex ect by the time a
person gets to the experience level that warrants conver-gn 
tien for partnership that there are going to be a lot of
ue-
favorable com ents. There alw ys are. I suppose ±fcS  ar
a bunch of auditors still at heart, even though we are not
totally in th t field and we look for the neg tives.
Q Looking for the questions?
A Of course. This is   marriage for a long time in
this firm, we lose relatively few part ers. There are a
lot of them that retire.
pul y   «.*.£>¦¦ A
Q It's a very pol gamus.  arriage, is it not?
A Now are you characterizing it. It's amarriage of
six hundred plus people. It is awfully hard to keep a part-
nershij j going among peqie who have difficulties relating to
each other. That is the only thing that holds us together.
We ac'laity choose to be with each other.
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Q You said you had a pretty long conversa ion with
her and that you purposely invited her up here so that you
could do that. Do you recall how long it lasted?
A No, I don't. It was too long ago, but it wasn't
short. I have many five minute conversations with people.
It was not one of those. My best recollection might be well
over an hour.
Q Aside from getting ready for this depositM   L~t S- 
thinking about this case, have you had anythoughts in your
own mind?  What happened to Ann Hopkins and perhaps what
happened to some of those other wome  candidates in which we
showed you the summaries today. Ziegler's deposition
DoeJ 'r
Exhibits 15, 16, 17. have something to do with their being
women rather than just non-descriptssl jatrs-egcr l- candidates
for  artnership?
A I think it is always a tgavcs-ty when somebody
doesn't make the partnership screening. I takes a long
number of years. They work«Ahard. There is always a person-
r irc. .
al -mourq - a moment of disappointment. My  ob as chairman
and we are resource constrained in this firm, no  we are
partner short, that has been said many, many times of the
partners. I  m anxious to attract into the partnership and
retain in the long run all the qualified people  e can get,
but they have got to be technically qualified, and they've
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got to be people who can develop their successes. I don't
play any goodwill nor does any other partner who comes into
this fir . We obligationally undertake a» to pass on a
stronger fir  to our successors and to have the kind of
people coming along behind us that we saw ahead of us that
we wanted to be, s.o -we wannrgd= ti  he- professional in a sense
of leading clients and leading our staff? to the right deci¬
sion in a technical are .
Q So is your answer to  y question, yes or no?
A I think I've answered that the best  ay I can.
I think I've answered it pretty fully.
Q But my question specifically had to do  ith whether
you had given any thought to whether women ca dida es see  to
have a harder time in this process.
A I don't think that women candidates or any other
candidates have an easy or hard ti e. It has just never been
a subject discussed by the Policy Board at any  eeting that
erf
I have ever attended or any firm meeting that I have been at.
We   resource constraint  t the partner lev l that we
want talent and capability  he ever we can find it. - And I
think that whole attitude perme es the fir . One of the
tragedies I think in Ann is that opportunities were constant¬
ly given to her to excel atjd she measured many of them, did
very  ell. But she fail  in one important one. It was never
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a matter of Ascrimination in any way. And I think in her
Utre to 
heart she kno s that. There-a *e=s« many people pulling for
her and those who were pulling against her were not pulling
against her out of mal noe. They were reporting wha  they
thought was circumstances in which they believed in their
-p .
heart were circu stances that wa* really precludi g her of
a.
becoming an effective partner and as one of her most honest
supporters, I have to tell you that I became convinced dur¬
ing the event of this proposal and it's failure that the
right decision has been made.
Q And you pretty well were convinced that you should
not try and plum very hard for her partnership  t the time
that it was presented to the Policy Board?
A It was impossible to move her into the yes category.
I would have failed in my responsibility to all the partners
in this firm to be objective and even-handed despite the fact
was a tug in my own heart because I liked Ann and I  d¬
mired  hat she had done, but will go only so far in leaning
the other way.
Q But you have  oved hold candidates into yes partnersj
in the past, have you not?
A Never ones that I felt there  as a problem of
magnitude that Ann had. And where there  ere others in the
balancing process, thin s that I felt came and gave the
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measure of a yes answer on balance to an admission.
Q I have about two  ore ques ions. I think I
asked you this before, Mr. Connor, i\ an indirect  ay, but
let me ask you very specifically, did you ever discuss with
Mr. Epelbaura the conversation that Ann Hopkins had with
him after she had met with you following the hold decision
on her candidacy?
A I didn't know she had any conversation with Do \
Epelbaum.
Q Secondly, could I ask how many people sat with you
this morning when you were preparing for this deposition?
A Well, I got in at 8:30 and nobody sat with me.
Q Did you not meet with a group of people including
Mr. Beyer before this deposition?
A No.
MR. HELLER: I have no further questions.
Now, do you have any redirect?
MR. TALLENT: I have no redirect.
M . HELLER: I don't know what you want to
do about signature.
(Whereupon a discussion as held off the record
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Augus  19, 1983
Mr. Joseph E. Connor
Price Waterhouse
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York,  ew York 10020
Dear  oe:
Ann Hop ins has not been proposed for partnership.
1 should like to explain the basis for this conclusion.
Three partners in OGS strongly supported  nn s candidacy
a  this time. I am one of the three. Two partners strongly
rejecte  her candidacy; another felt some loyalty toward
her but was mildly opposed to the proposition. No one
ever said Ann wasn't controversi l!
The negative view on Ann was based on the followin 
beliefs:
Ann is a crisis  anager; she is effective only
when a task is under extre e pressure an  the
normal rules of behavior, leadership  nd project
mana ement are necessarily relaxed.
In a more typical, day-to-day situation, Ann
lacks the ability to develop staff an  create
a constructive, positive atmosphere for achieving
he desired objectives.
There are important deficiencies on the Real
Estate Management System pro ect for the State
Department. (Note: The REMS project was recently
reviewed by the QCR  eam and the  eficiencies
were noted in the final report. They have since
been corrected.)
The supporters of Ann believe that Ann is an in ense
person, hi hly intelligent and consistentl  gets the job
one.
fl  h fl . /
JOSCpn £ *  W Ti sSfc
There are man  fine examples of compe enc  rofessionals
developed in a ver  short time fra e by Ann p rsonally,
although not without some pain on both sides.
Ann has a strong killer instinct; how  lse could
AMS have been so thoroughl  beaten at State?
Or Booz-Allen and Arthur Andersen at Farmers
Home (FmHA)?
No single in ividual has contributed  ore to
the success of OCS over the last four years,
and at such great personal sacrifice.
The p rtners debated Ann's candidacy for many tense
hours, on man  occasions. We unanimously a reed that the
ordeal developed in us far keener insights in the nuances
of partner qualities and partnership. We also ca e away
with a greater appreciation for each other and the job
we have to do.
Will Ann ever again be proposed by OGS? We have told
Ann ue will consider her candidacy next year. Al ays the





Mr. Jose h E. Connor
Price Waterhouse
1251 Avenue of  he Americas
New York, Ne  York 10020
Dear Joes
I know you  ill be as thrilled as I am when I tell you
that Ann Hopkins has done it again I
"It  in this case refers to a successful proposal effort
for 60,000 chargeable hours to the Farmers Home Credit Asso*
ciation. Here are the circumstances: Lew and I agreed last
summer to loan Ann pro bono to Tim Coffey for a two-month
research and pro osal writing effort to FmHA. Arthur Andersen
had previously performed much  ork for this USDA agency head¬
quartered in St. Lo is and was clearly building up to do
this project  hich involves design of an au omated accounting
system for recording an  tracking loans to farmers. Ann
produced a four volume proposal-- ot without considerable
pain for the St. Louis staff--and then guided Tim an  Tom
Green through a series of oral reviews  ith FmHA.
This morning the a ard ca e, and with it the promise










long-form report should be completed by partners for those candidates whom they
have directly supervised on a significant (100 hours or more of the candidate's ti e
in a given year) engagement or firm assignment or who have directly supervise  the
c ndidate on several  rojects (as, for example, a tax partner who has directly super¬
vised a tax manager candidate) during the last three years. It should be also used
for those candidates with who  they have had si ilar substantive relationships within
the past five years, together with a continuing knowledge of their current activities,
performances and progress. Please list engage ents and/or assi nments on which this
report is based.
Hours of
Client (Pro ect) Name Can idate Year Ended 6/30
Because the perception of the partners who know the potential partners well is the most
important part of the screening process, the following ratings should be carefully com¬
pleted only after considering the attached instructions. (Note that the ratings are
based on comparisons with recent candidates known to the rater.)
Top Second Third
Quarter Quarter Quarter
I. Conduct of work
A. Technical co petence;
1. As an auditor
As an accountant
As a tax specialist




























B. Proble  identification:
1. Imagination - creativity
* - analytical ability


















Top Second Third Bottom
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CLIENT RELATED:
A. Indepen ence and impartiality
B. Business sense - u derstanding clients  needs
- decision-making ability
- promotion of full service
concept
C. Leadership








































A. Practice develop ent - Active involve ent in
ctivities and relationships (attorne s,
b n ers, etc.) which de onstrate practice
development capabilities
- Demonstrated ability to sell firm
services outside o n specialty
B. Dedication to the fir :
1. Willingness to accept assignments at
personal inconvenience
2. Accepta ce of non-client responsibilities
- Recruiting
- Counseling responsibilities
















A. Activity in professional or anizations
B. Civic activities
















Top Second Third Bottom






















































( ) Favor admission this year;
( ) Favor • Hold" t is year
( ) Do not favor admission.
. In icate    Uce h« sh« vlU   .U, to conttl.ute to t e success of t e
firm in the future.
II. If you favor a   old" this year, or  o not favor adaission. please give your
reasons.
Y3I3.
, , nmments inclu in  comments on spouse if limiting the candi ate's
anlfr ahi  «f*   « ss as a partner in an, other vay.
Signature
